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SUMMARY

A general investigation of the stability problems of freely falling
missiles has been made. This report presents results of a joint R.A.E./
75.R.E. research programme which was initiated in 1960 and incorporated a
series of free flight trials o1 full scale instrumented test vehicles,
wind tunnel tests carried out over a wide range of Reynolds numbers and
mathematical model studies using a fast digital ccmputer. Correlations
between predicted motions of the vehicle and behaviour actually observed
in the trials confirmed both the formulation of the mathematical model and
the validity of wind tunnel measurements. The results have provided con-
sider~ble insight into problems associated with the re.lease disturbance and
stability requirements needed for good ballistic consistency. Finally.,
suggestio,. are made for the aerodynamic design of fin stabilised'b6mbs.
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1. 114RODUCTION.6

The rapid ndvances in aircraft performance since World War I have placed in-
cmasingly -,tringent requirements upon the design of bombs. Under modern
c~cditions of height and speed at release, bombs frequently experience prolonged
periods of fall in the transonic speed range for which there has )en little data
available until recent years. Consequently, the preparation of ballistic tables
often ccntinued on the basis uf assumed or inadequate experimental data for the
variation of drag with Mach number, and the influence of dynamic behaviour upoii a
bomb's trajectory has nearly always been assessed by the indirect method of end-
point balli-tic trials. Under these circumstances such trials gave ballistic
indices which varied appreciably with release conditions and with the trajectory
parameters (time of fall, trail distance, air range etc.) used to derive it.
Interpolation and extrapolation from the ballistic tablej' was seriously hampered
and large increases in end-point bomb ballistic prograzme.o were necessary to ens,.r
rmliability

It was with iach difficulties in mind that, late in 1960, the joint R.A.E./A.R.
research programe on instrumented bombs was formulated. At that time much
information had L' ,eady Len obtained or -he zero ya.y dra' of bombs at subsonic ar
transonlc speeds. Ground launched mode2 tests x.re )ne of the experimental
technique., used extensively In acquiri-tg these data an.1 examination of the flight
dynamics oi' freely rolling bombs by closely controlled trials with full scale
instrumented bombs formed a logical extension of the aerodynamic wirk previously
Lrried out by both R.A.E. and W.R.E. In addition, it was considered that new
knowledge gained from the bomb research programme would be of general interest in
the missile field and immediately useful in the development of unguided rocket
test vehicles.

Events which led to the proposal for a joint United Kingdom/Australian researcl
progrnmme and the factors considered in its ultimate formulation are outlined in
Sections 2, 3 and 4. In these sections it is shown howi understandinj of the bas:
theory of flight dynamics depended very heavily upon the extensive American
contributions in this field. At an early tage in the Y.A.E./V.R.E. experimer.ta.
programme direct contaLt was made with correspcnding U.S. research establishments
for exchange of ideas and anperience. In this connectioit representatives from
R.A.E. and W.R.E. have sir.ce visited America on two occasions (in April 1963 and
April 1964) to take part in technical discussions with representativ--s from the
Naval Ordnance Laboratories, White Oak; Naval Weapons Laboratories. Dahlgren;
Ballis,ic Research Laboratories, Aberdeen; National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Langley Field; Air Proving Ground Centre, Eglin Air Force Base;
and Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake. These vi.its stimalated considerab
American interest in the United Kingdom/Australian contribution to the study of
missile dynamics with the result that there has been a very free ex-!hande of data
-deas and experiences, and the original experimental progrerme was substantially
modified to include new techniques and novel stabilising dovices.

Following the tripartite discussions of 1963 the scope of the researct program
was extended with three main objectives t-

(i) to provide a more rigorous check on the validity of current stability
theories by making correlations between the full scale research vehicle
observed behaviour and that predicted frpm its mathematical model using
the most complete sets of wind tunrx-1 and free flight data obtainable-
and
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(ii) to investiCate theoretically and experimentally ideas and techniques which
appear to p:ovide soluticns to some of the stability problems and to offer
the posuibility of weapons with greater tactical flexibility; and

(iii) to develop where necessary, new experimental methodi for obtaining
aerodynamic data.

These objectives were ba3ed on the conviction that if the validity of the theory
and the mathematical model could be firmly established, then only winO tunnel and
digital computer facilities would be necessary to predict the effectiveness of any
particular missile configuration. After the second series of tripartite discussions
(in April 1964) it was decided that wind turiel facilities at the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory, White Oak, would be used to augment the aerodynamic data previously
obtained in Australia by the Aeronautical Research Laboratories and in England by
the Air-raft Research Association Ltd. and the Royal Aircraft Establishment,
Bedford. The American wind tunnel experiments were planned to use the basic body
shape of the R.A.E./.R.E. bomb research test vehicle in conjunction with the
following stabilising devices

(1) Fixed cruciform tail

(2) Spinning cruciform tail

(3) Fixed split skirt

(41) Spinning split skirt

(5) Spinning monoplane tail.

This work included measurements of Magnus forces and moments in adition to
measurements similar to those being made in England, chereby givine particularly
valuable support to the research programme since neither England nor Australia had
suitable Magr.us test rig facilities.

Fr.e flight experiments have so far been performed only with the fixed cruc-form
tail configuration and the purpose of this report is to present the results bbtained
from a total of 33 trials .sing this type of stabilising device. A second report,
covering the use of split skirts and spinning tails will be published subsequently.

2. ORIGIN OF R.A.E.A.R.E. EXPERIKENTS IN BOMB BALLISTICS

Australian participation in the study of bcmb ballistics stemmed from a
programme of resear-ch nd development initiated at tho Royal Aircraft Rxtablishment.
Farnborough, U.K. in 1949(1,2). Up to that time Armament Department, R.A.E., had
used the design criteria earlier established by Capper(3,4,5,6) which ensured that
bombs would have an acceptably low dispersion, but these empirical rulen based on
trials at relatively low altitudes were being shown to be iiadequate when applied to
bombs released by modern high altitude aircraft. There was then. as there is now,
a consderaHle int-rest in the reduction of tail sizes needed to improve bomb-bay
stomage efticiency and to lessen the effects of vibration, buffeting and release
dis, urbance(7). Thus the problem of correlating bomb stability withi dispersion(8)
became highly significdnt and the research progra&me outlined by Richards(1) was
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intended to eeterrine th- possibility of e.lablishing clo3er limits on bomb d
parameter values necessary for good ballistic c3nsistency. This programme,
comprised a total of approximately 240 end-point trials conducted at the Woom
Pange in t-e period 1951 to 1955, did not succeed in establishing minimum sta
criteria since in general the bombs tested wern too stable and little variati
dir'ersion was found.

Rlesults of these end-point ballistic trials showed that direct measurement
dispersion and the variation of ballistic index was not a sufficiently sensit
method of optimising bomb stability criteria unless separate measurements wer
to isolate the causes of such variation. One of the most urgent requirement
for acc.urate arag data, particularly in the transonic speed range, and the te
of us3ng freely flying models launched from the ground by rocket joost-motors
a proven menod well suited to the study of aerodynamic drag. In England be
1950 &nd 1951, Dudley and Lawrenc, (9) conducted the first experiments of this
on bombs. These experiments were performed to show the effects of five vanl
of nose shape on the drag of a basic bomb-body. Later, toward the end of 19
Weapons Research Establi-hment began a programme of drag and stability tests
proposed as an extension of Dudley and Lawrence's work with the object of pro
additional data applicable to service bombs, while Greenwood(IC,11) of R.A.E.
carried out similar free flight experi,:ents in England. The W.R.E. prograrm
totalling 28 test vehicleL, was based on a series of six body shapes(i2) chos
systematically to give a good representation of nose shape and fineness ratio
bombs then in use. Information obtained from the model experiments was appl
-ith moderate success to the prediction of full scale bomb perform~uice(13), b
lack of incidence data prevented a detailed analysis of flight dyrna.ic behavi
the presence of nonlinear aerodynamic cross-coupling forces and moments and t
scope of the resilts was consequently limited.

Many instances of abnormal behaviour were observed in the ground launched
te-ts when lateral pulse rockets were used to initiate transient responses.
AJnough useful data could not be extracted from such trials, modern developm
the flight dynamic theory for symmetric missiles gave a strong background of
mation making it possible to understand and appreciate the significance of th
abnormalities. The implications of this theory substantially influenced ,he
decicion to conduct full scale trials with instrumented bombs, and its .evelo
is therefore briefly outlined in the following section.

3. DEGLPKT 0? FLIGHT DYNAXI^ T1HEORY

Prediction of missile motion under the inflionce of large angles of attack
remained one of the most challn4rlg problems in exterior ballistics aeri only
recent years has the theory of ncnlinear mechanics been fruitfully applied to
analysis of this problem. In the past, the classical 'linearised" theory of
yawing motion(1 to 19) was thcught to be valid up to about ten degrees in an
of Y.M. Apparently this limit was decided from ccnsideration of the geoLetr
approximations used, and a comparison of the errors caused by these approxima
with the precision of tle most advanced contemporary experimental techniques.
about the year 19L8, wind tunnel measur-.-ens in both England and America of
static pro:-erties (lift, drag and pitching momint) for a wide variety of proj
had largel'y eliminated the most obvious case of erratic behaviour, namely, t
of stati- stability. However, the cccurrence of short ranges and large disp
for mor-r -hells, bombs and rockets still occurred and could not be explaine
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the basis of linear theory and the available data, and hence no corrective action

could be taken to preynnt rogue behaviour.
The failure of linear theory to account for large dispersion and sporadic shorts

experienced by freely rolling projectiles led to a diversity of suggestions for the
mechanism of dispersion. Important contributions to this study were made by such
people as Nicol ides(20, 21 ), Murphy(22,23,24), Maple(25), Synge(25) and
Zaroodny(26, 27,28), resulting in the prediction of novei conditions of dynamic in-
stability.

Briefly, the response of a finned symmetric missile to disturbances at launch or
during steady flight is characterised by an Initial transient oscillation which under
the influence of spin invariably deganerates to an almost pure circular pitching and
yawing taotion. Stable modes of this circular motion (which are termed "limit
cycles" (23) ) may occur in steazy rolling flight conditions, and may persist In-
definitely with quite large constant amplitude or may gridually decay. Low
incidence motions of this type are frequently experienced by mortar shells having
well .9rvamlined s hapes. The larger yawing motions, however, are sustained by
ar.plitude dependent aerodynamic nonlinearities and wost partizularly by the non-
linear Magnus couple. The occurrence and nature of "limit cycles" in particular
cases stems primarily from the magnitude of the initial disturbance and the
subsequent growth of roll rate.

In addition to these sustained, constant amplitude mctions, three types of flight
instability have been isolated for freely rolling finned b-dlistic missiles and
identified as (20, 21) :-

(i) roll-yaw resonance instability

(2) catastrophic yaw, and

(3) nonlinear Magnus instability.

Of these the first is predicted by linear theory which demonstrates that the presence
of small configurational asymmetries together with rolling velocity can result in
instability due to resonance between rolling and pitching motions. Numerical
integrations indicate that the rapidity of passage through the resonant region is a
'ignificant factor affecting the temporary -tig:ification of the small trimmed angles
in pitch and yaw caused by slight configurational asymmetries. The other two fcrms
of instability are characteristic of nonlinear behaviour. Catastrophic yaw ls
exhibited by missiles having low ,vll rates (ef the order of the natural yawing
frequency) and is caused by periodic yaw-.nduced roiling moments and side moments
associated with flight at large angles of attack. Magnus instability occurs at
nigher roll rates (greater than the natural yawing frequency) and the destabillising
Magnus moments which produce excessive yawing amplitudes are strong,y dependent on
both spin rate and yawing amplitide.

In general, cruciform finned aircraft bombs are much more susceptib'. to resorance
and catastrophic yaw phenomena esseciated with low roll rates c~used by small errors
in fin alignment than to k'gnus instability. The latter form of instabili4y is
likely to occur at somewhat higi.er roll rates, as may be prtduced by deliberate fin
cant. Such considerations forwed the basis of technical discussior.s when the
research programme was being plih-ned.

IMPfT &('CYVrV"w
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4. M1 ITED MINGLO/ALSTA.1,7AN JOI1T PROJECT FOR FULL
SCALE INSTRUKET.) BOMB TRIALS

As outlined in Section 2, Australian interest in missile flight dynamics stem(
from experimental investigations of the drag and stability characteristics for a
number of aircraft bomb shapes undertaken at Weapons Research Establishment betwef
about 1955 to 1959. In analysing the results of ground launched model tests, fu)
scale instrumented bomb trials and end-point bellistic trials, evidence was
accumulated which indicated that roll-yaw cross coupling effects had a strong
influence upon flight behaviour. This evidence was well supported by the modern
developments of the flight dynamic theory previously described, thereby emphasizit
the need to acquire reliable and comprehensive aerodynamic data by conducting
experiments specifically aimed at detailed assessments of flight performance. It
is apparent from references 29, 30 and 31 that American bomb designers were
experiencing similaz- problems.
. During the latter half of 1960, Armament Department, R.A.B., proposed a progru

of bomb ballistic tr-ials(7) to be carried out in conjunction with wind tunnel test
This experiment&! pr-gramme was planned to establish the minimum aerodynamic
stability of bombs c-nsistent with low dispersion and was originally intended to I
linked with trials of a weapon to meet a current Britirh Operational Requirm.=ont.
It was considered that the Operational Require..ment could be met by having a centri
section comprising the bomb itself to which a streamlined or bluff nose could be
fitted, for either external or internal carriage, and a series 0of tails added to
suit the various tactical requirements. Some of these proposed weapon shapes
seemed quite suitable for simultaneous use as instrumented vehicles for stability
research work.

Following an exchange of technical views betwt.n R.A.E. and W.R.E., represent&
from the U.K. Mirdstry of Aviation and Armament Department, R.A.E., visited Weapo
Research Establishment during November 1960 to forMulate a joint United Kingdom/
Australian programme of trials. As a result of discussions then held it was agr
that an adequate determination of the factors which contribute to dispersion for
given type of bomb would require as a minimum

(1) accurate knowledge o& the bomb's static and dynanic derivatives over an
appreciable range of yawing angles and for speeds including the transonic
regime;

(2) the use of t computing facility capable of solving the nonlinear equation
of motion with high precision, and

(3) a programme of full scale ballistic trials, properly instrumented, to
provide a check of the mathematical model pre"ictlors and to assess the
effects of release disturbance.

The philosophy adopted was to use the instrumented bomb trials to determine
minimum design requirements for adequate ballistic consistency and when these wer
established to carry- out a limited number of end-point ballistic trials to measur
the dispersion figure for selected borderline cases.

A streamlined and, a bluff' body shape were chosen for study and it was proposed
that comprehensive te.-s would be made first using only the streamlined body.
Results s3 obtainod were then to be taken as a basis for planning the bluff body
trials. T.e original trials programme was divided into the followirg three
phases
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PART 1 12 to 15 instrumented bomba dropped from a Canberra aircraft flying a.
500mile/h and 450(y, ft altitude. This release condition, however, was
to be subject t- rir tunnel tests showing no large changes in the
aerodynamic der: ,atives over the Mach number range involved. The
effects of variation of fin cant angle and static margin were to be in-
vestigated on the low drag shape with fixed cruciform fins set at zero
cant plus three fin cant angles and for a renge of three static margins
obtained by shifting the bomb's centre of gravity. Using the results
obtained from each trial, the order of drps would be chosen to give a
maximum of information and to avoid tests which previous remults showed
were no longer useful.

PART 2 Further instrumented bombs, bringing the total to a maximum of 30,
dropped from a Canberra Aircrft under various conditions to check missile
behaviour during loft bombing, to investigate Reynolds number effects
and to verify the performance of the bluff body shape. During these
trials low rang3 linear and angular Donner accelerometers were to be used
to obtain accurate drag ind stability data. Records from these
instruments and other lateral accelerometers and Contrave trejectory
informatirn were then expected to give all the information necessary for
determining aiming data for the weapons with the same shapes.

PART 3 : Up to 20 uninstrumented bombs dropped from a Canberra aircraft to
determine a typical dispersicn figure and obtain any additional
ballistic data that might be fond necessary.

It was agreed that the manufacture of the bomb bodies should be carried ou' in
Australia under the control of Weapons Rezearch EstabAishment since it was necessary
to ensure that the design would satisfy the istmtr-nentation requirements for trLals
at Woomera.

The first trial was performed' in December 1961 and sinci then Parts i and 2 of
the research programme have been completed. The third part of the programme has
been withheld because by early in 1963 the instrumented bomb trials had provided
sufficient data to establish a suitable method of conducting provin trials and this
method (Section 9.2) has been demonstrated with two other newly designed British
service bombs(32,33). These proving trials replaced the originally planned part 3,
and the remaining Lomb test vehicles have now been set aside for future tests on
split skirt and spinning tail stabilising devices.

5. EXPERIMEhAL METHOD

The experimental method for studying the aerodynamic behaviour of bombs has been
developed to meet the following basic requirements :-

(1) Obtain data on the aerodynamic forces and moments covering the expected
rtge oC flight conditions.

(2) Use such aerodynamic data to predict missile response and ballistic
performance under representative flight conditions.

(3) Check the validity of predicted responses by comparing them with direct
observations of dvnamic behaviour in full scale free flight trials.
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The first of these requirements was fulfilled by wind tunnel tests carried ou"
at the AMronautical Research Laoratories, Melbourne, at the Royal Aircraft
Establishment, Bedford, and by the Aircraft Research Association, which is also
Bedford. A full account of these tests is giien in Section 6.

To meet the second requirement, aerodynamic data obtained from the wind tunne
tests were programmed on the IBM 7090 computer at W.R.E. enabling numerical
solutions of the equations of motion to be obtained. These solutions provided
basis for correlations between the observed full scale trials results and the
corresponding predicted performances, though these correlations were not in
themselves sufficient to satisfy completely the third requirement of the experim
method because any differences could be attributed to either errors in the predi
performances or pos.ible inaccuracy of the wind tunnel data. For this reason t
instrmented bomb trials were augmented by a limited number of "tranient respon
experiments in which selected bombs were disturbed during otherwise stoady fligh
by means of lateral pulse rockets or "bonkers". Aercdnnamic data obtained from
analysis of the resulting oscillations were then available for direct comparisor
with the wind tunnel measurements.

Although this method gives comparisons of the overall aerodynamic force and
moment system as deter'.ned by model and full scale experiments. it does not per
correlations of the local flow conditions uLless additional measurements of surf
pressure are made. Since such measurements were not of immediate interest in I
bomb research work, no full scale tests of this kind have been conducted.

6. WIND TUNNEL TESTS AND RESULTS

The first wind tunnel tests of the two original body shapes (M557A and M557B
figures I and 2) were five-component static force and moment measurements carrit
out at the Aeronautical Research Laboratories in Welbournt.. In these tests th(
Reynolds numbers were an order less than those appropriate to full scale
conditions (a 1/9th scale model was used in a 21 in. x 32 in. working section) ai
some of the early results showed rather more scatter than would normally be
expected by A.R.L. This was caused. by the use of an existing sting balu-ce wh
was not sufficiently sensitive for the small forces and mcments in the low
incidence range. Nevertheless, it was adequate to reveal a markedly nonl.near
pitching mofent variation for the M557A body at small pitch angles. Because s
doubt was cast upon the effectiveness of transition fixing at such low Reynolds
numbers a two compone-.t sting balance was subsequently constructed *pecifically
high :ensitivity to normal force and pitching moment. Using this oalance,
measurements were repeated with Greater a-:curacy and in more detail for the low
incidence range and it was demonstrated that roughness banes on the fins caused
nonlinear behaviour at low incidence to be virtually indeperdent of Reynolds
number within the test range(34). In vier of these results it was conciLded t
extrapolation to higher Reynolds numbers could well be based on the data obtai
with fin roughne-s bands pre--Pnt.

Since the A.R.L. data had a limited test range, the measurements were extu.
in Britain to cover much highei Reynolds numbers and a wider range of Mach nuz
in the lOft x 8ft Transonic Wird Tunnel of the Aircraft Research Association,
Bedford. These results essentially confirmed the nonlireari'y in force r."' mc
shown by the measurements made in Melbourne, and the static wind tunnel data gi
here are all taken from the A.R.A. (Bedford) results. Measurements were also

C- in two further series of tests at A.R.A. and in one series of tests at P.A.E.
(Bedford' of the denping in pitch and roll on the low drag shr.pe using the R.A.
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oscillatory derivative measuring rig and method described in reference 35. For
these tests it wsi oecessary to modify the model tail cone slightly to accommodate
the dampIng balanct and the modified low drag shape M823 (figure 3) was the result.
During tne d&anping tests, measurements of 3tatic normal force and pitching moment
were also obtained so that comparative data are available showing the effects of
the change in the low drag outline from the *557A and M823 snapes.

6.1 Test ccmtitions and presentation of data

6.1.1 Model scales and Reynolds numbers

The stati, force and moment tests on the M557A low drag and X557B
bluff body shapes in the Aircraft Research Association wind tunnel were
made with quarter scale models of the full size research vehicles shown
in figures i and 2. Most tests were made with a stagnation pressure of
0.8 atmosphere, though a feg were carried out with stagnation pressures
of 1.0 and 1.2 atmospheres. Under these conditions Reynolds number
increases with M.ach number and values of Reynolds number for represen-
tative Mach numbers are tabulated below. Maximum body di=m3ter is used
as characteristic length.

Reynolds' Numbers x 10-

0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25
Stagnation Pressure

0.8 atmosphere 0.94 1.21 1.33 1.44

1.0 atmosphere 1.17 1.56 1.72 1.8c

1.2 atmosphere 1.48 1.8 2.07 2.15

The pitch and rll damping tests, and the accompaiying static force
and moment measurements on the M823 low drag shape were made using a half
scale model at 1.0 atmosphare stagnaticn re.ss'lre. The corresponding
Reynolds numbers based on body diamoter were

Mach number 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25

".N. x 10-6  2.34 3.12 3.42 3.60

For comparison, the Reynolds numbers (mul'iplied by 10- 6) for the
full scale vehicle trials are given for the two extremes of height.
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Mach number 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25

At sea level 5.64 8.50 11.2 14.2

At 45000 ft 1.20 1.80 2.38 2.99

The wind tunnel Reynolds numbers were high and t,- changes in the
during testing produced no significant effect; even with the quartei
scale model the wind tunnel Reynolds numbers ovs-rlapped the full sCe
Reynolds number range a little and the Reynolds numbers of the tesi
the half scale 1823 shape were equal to those for full scale experimf
between 30000 and 40000 ft (depending on Mach number). Since many c
most important vehicle motions investigated in the full scale trials
place at the higher altitudes soon after release from the aircraft, I
wind tunnel tests Reynolds numbers can be considered as almost full

6.1.2 Coefficient definitions, systems of axes, etc.

All coefficients are based on the maximum body cress section area
and the maximum body diameter (d) as reference area and length. The
values of S and d for the full scale vehicle are 1.918ft 2 and 1.562',
for all three shapes tested.

The moment reference point is at 0.50 of the body length for the 1
low drag shapes (72.Oin. aft of the nose) and at 0.365 of the body It
for the bluff body shape (38.0in. aft of the nose).

Two sets of right-handed rectangular Cartesian axes are u'ted. 0)
body-fixed axes centred at the moment reference point. X, Y and N
the force components along these axes and 1, m, n, the moments about
At zero roll (9 = 0), Y is positive out to starboard, N is positive
vertically upwards, n is positive nose to starboard. m is positive n(
upwards and I is positive for starboard side down. Since the wind I
balance was fixed in the body, the five conponents of static force _V
moment which were measured were obtained in body-fixed axes. Their
coefficients are defined as :-

Y N7P= C2 -* p v s p~ v2 s

n 0 1n pVsd = 1 p V2 Sd pv 2 Sd

The wind tunnel results were recomputed in terms of non-rolling bc
axes OX'Y'Z' ("Incidence plane axes") which are centred at the moment
reference point and pitch with the body but do not roll with it. He
for the wind :unnel results OX'Z' is always the vertical plane and i'
always the -plane of the anile of incidence of the model. In this ci
the roll angle o give, the attitude of the fins to the plane o.' inci(
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and w 0 is defined ,13 on pair of fins in the incidence plane. For
the pitch damping tests the model oscillation was in the plane of
incidence. X', Y', It' are the components of force along OXY'Z' and 1'.
m' and n' are the momtnts about them. All the wind tunnel results are
presented in terms of these non-rolling body axes since they make much
clearer the pattern of changes ir the forces and mcments acting with
change of attitude - restoring moment (m') and normal force (N' ) are
always in the plane of the incidence while Y' ani n' are the side forces
and moments induced in the plane at right angles.

Y' is positive to starboard and N' is positive upwards in the vertical
plane. With these definitions :-

Cy CN sin 9 + Cy cosq

C' = CN Cos 0 - C sino

C' = C cos 0 - C sinin i n

C' = C sin 9 + C cos 9
n in n

Cl = C1

6.1.3 Transition fixing

In all the A.R.A. wind tunnel tests on the quarter scale model of the
low drag k557A shape, transition was fixed on the body by a roughrnss
band 2in. aft of the nose (model scale) which was I in. wide and 0.00L in.
to 0.005in. high. No attempt was made to fix transition on the fins as
it was believed that it was unnecessary at these Reynolds numbers with
this sharp leading edge section. With the larger (half scale) size
M823 low drag shape t:ansition was again fixed on the body at the same
relative position using a roughness band approximately 0.010in. high and
transition left free on the fins. With the bluff U557B shape, transition
was left free on both body and fins since it seemed certain that
transition would always take place at the front corner of the body.

6.1.4 Test ranges of incidence angle, roll attitude, Mach number, etc.

Only a representative sample of the wind tunnel data is reproduced in
this report. Full results are tabulated in references 3o to 40. The
full range of tests made at A.R.A. and R.A.E. Bedford is summarised below.
with the exception of some repetitlons checkin& incidence hysteresis
effects on restoring moment, and incidence and Mach number hysteresis
effects on drag.

Static force and moment measurements on tho M557A low drag shape

(a) 0.8 atmosphere stagnation pre3sure

0 = -2° to 4200 for = 00, 22 ° and 45 °

S=0 to 450 for 0 = 15°, 170 and 200
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T~ese were repeated for each Mach number of M 0.5, 0.65, 0.75,
0.85, 0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, 1.25.

(b) 1.2 atmo-phere stagnation pressure

Limited Reynolds number check at M = 0.85, 0.95, 1.05

0 = -20 to +100 for i = 0 only

(c) 0.8 and 1.2 atmosphere stagnation pressure measurements with
imprjved design of sting support

6 = -20 to +8.50 for o = 0 only at N = 0.65, 0.85, 0.95, 1.00,
1.O5, 1.10, 1.15, 1.25.

(d) Flow visualisation experiments on the low drag shape. Tests in
the range 0 = 0 to 90 at X = 0.95 ard 1.25.

(e) Low drag shape fitted with the bluff body fins

0 = -20 to +100 for ; = 0 only at X = 0.75, 0.85, 0.95, 1.05, 1.2

Static force and moment measurements on the M823 low drag shape

:O, 8 = -20 to -17 0 at M = 0.5

S-2.5 ° to +21 ° at V = 0.7 and 0.8

6 = -20 to +7 at I = 0.75, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, 1.30.

22 ° , Jo =-0.50 to +2!a at X = ").7

1 =-20 to +80 at X = 1.0

S450
,  ,9 0. 50 te +21 o at M = 0.7

to -20 to +80 at K = 0.5 and 1.0

Static force and moment measurements on the M557B bluff body shape

6 = -20 to .200 for o = 0, 22i ° and 45'

= 0 to 450 for 8 = 150 , 170 and 200

These were repeated for each Mach number of M = 0.5, 0.65, 0.75,
0.85, 0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, 1.25.

Pitch dampinG measurements en the X823 low drag shape

q)J, -20 to +17 0 ar K 0.5

- 2.5° to 210 at X ". 0.7 and 0.8

S= -20 to .7 at Y = 0.75, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, 1.30
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v = 22 O, = -0.50 to +210 at V = 0.7{ = -2° t. +8 at 9 = 1.0

= 450 ,  { = -0.50 to +21 ° atM 0.7

-20 to 80 at M = 0.5 and 1.0

Roll damping measurements on the M823 low drag shape

0 = 0 tests at 9 = 0 and 45U at V 0.5, 0.75, 0.90, 0.95,

1.0, 1.05, 1.15, 1.30

Lixited incidence range tests (a -60 to +10o) at M = 0.50

for 9 = 0, 221 ° and 450.

6.2 Static measurements of normal force and re.-orinrg moment on the low dra; shapes

The wind tunnel tests made in the A.R.A. transonic wind tunnel were first
planned as a straightforward series of measurements to extend the small scale
measurements made in the A.R.L. wind tunnel which had shown restoring moment
nonlinearities thought at that time to be an effect of the transition fixing
at the small scale of the A.R.L. tunnel tests. The first A.R.A. wind tunnel
measurements at the larger scale repeated the nonlinear restoring moment
curves, confirmed the A.R.L. resultt and showed that another explanation would
have to be sought. :he subsequent additions and modification.s during the
investigations are responsible for the rather rambling additions to the
original systematic test programme.

The variation if the normal force acting o- tha original MX37A low drag
shape with augle of incidence, roll attitude =d Vach number is shown in
figure 4. There is little to comment on in the results, though the
variation of normal force with incidence for Y-ach numbers of 1.05 and below
is more than usually nclinear for angles below 100. This nonlinearity is
associated with the much nore strongly marked nonlinearity in the restoring
moment curves and is almost entirely eliminated by the relatively small change
in the tail cone shape which converts the U557A shape to the M823 shape,
(figtures 5(a) ard (b)). ?or the M823 shaep the no-rmal force curves are
smooth and much more nearly straight.

The variation in. the restoring moment actirg on the M557A shape with angle
of ii-idence, roll attitude and Mach .umber is shown in figure 6(a). The most
important feature is undoubtedly the low incidence nonlinearities for Mach
numbers up to M = 1.05 and much effort was put into explaining and verifying
these. When the high Reynolds number tests in the A.R.A. wind tunnel had
shown that the nonlinearitiCs were not due to the effects of %.he transition
fixing devices at very small scale, it was thought that they might te due to
the design of the W557A fins with their very low a&-pect ratio and sharp leading
edges. Measurement of restoring moments on the bluff Mk.?B shaDe h..l not
shown the same systematic nonlinearities as with (557A, even though the blutff
body moments were irregular a: Mach numbers near 1.0 (figure 12) -zl so a
limited teat at a few Mach numbers was carried out with the X557B fins mounted
on the low drag M557A body. This showed that though subsonically tuese fins
had given a reasonably linear restoring moment curve when on the bluff body,
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there was still the same type of mnariced nonlinearity in restoring moment for
low drag body with these fins ritted. Suspicion now centred on the low drag
body shape and oil flow experiments were carrieX .)ut to trace thi' cause. So=
of the oil flow pictures are reproduced in figures 7 and 8*. First ti.e,e 0wa
a run through tne Mach number range between M 0.95 and N 1.?5 at 0 -3
and then a set at 0 =30, 60 and 90 at X = 0.95. At 6 = 3, 9 M 0.9r, %herr
is a triangle at the root of the fin on its upper aurf'ac~e where the f,.ow look
so sluggish as to suggest a complete local 3eparation (figure 7): presums~bly
ti.*- increasirg convergence of' the tail (whith is riot a true -one but is
radiu~ad. figure 1) ieaches a limit where the flow can~ no longer remain at'a:
to the bo~2' in the region of the adverse preasure grad..eFnt on tie top of the
fin. In the ;rsitive pressure region under the fin the flow cain remain
attached and the b,-aration region is not there (ire (d) Wthrcrea.-

incidence at M = 0.95 %-.- triangle on the upper fin suirface where the flow 1.4
dominated by the bodj interreL.-r-e grows in extent, but a more important poir
is that whereas the flow in this triai,,lt- 1 c ry ~lgihat ) incidence t
fin surface in it seems to be thoroughly scrubbed at 9 by a high velocity ai
stream, as if there is a vortex (due to body cr055-flow?) lying across the Ni
i.pper surface at this higher incidence. The enlarged picture of the fin
(fie~re 8) shows that there is certainly not a separation from the fin surfac
at 9 incidence and the supposition regardJing the separatian beirg preventpd
a cros3-flow body vortex lying ac:ross the fin surface is supportel bjy the fic
markings on the body which indicate the areas where the vcort' x spr'r.gs frcm t
body down on to the fin root. (Indicaee by A on figur-s 6(a) and (b)).
Another point from the oil flow experimen~ts which showi how the' body ir.fluonr.
at these Mach numbers (M less than 1.35) redu- es f'in effectiveness at lo"v
incidence and so contributes to the lcw incidence rinlnrearities in the re:t'
moment is that at the higher incidencos (say e = 9-0 or more) the oil lines oz
the body show that there is some body upwash in addition' to the incidenc-e
(figure 8), whereas at 9 30 the flow lines suggest a rea inciden'ce in
region of' the fins. Hence the lcc&l b'icy downwash :.s decreasing the fin 111
at low incidence and increasing it at high - t.his in itself would contfibite
the right sense to the nonhinearitles in 1estoar.C mcnent.

Sumarising, at subsonic and transonic Mach numbers (be..ow abcv-t M = 1 .05
there is a rep-.oring moment nonlinearity o?.,ause at thq veryj rear of the bed.
the tail corne is too convergent for tho flow t.o rer.ain attac*-ce above 'he fii
and there is a separation in the 1'-r. rcot tri\.,ngle which rrduces fi.. 2ff--ciel

at higher incidences a body cro:'.i-flo.r vortex pr-events this separati4r. and .,
fi~n recovera its full effectireness. Supersnically, at X4a-h z~rn--rs above
X = 1.05, the flow is able to remain attached to tle bod,/ at lqw incidences I

,the appearanc.e of body cross-flew vortices l-Ang across the f,.n aurface a-
the higher incidences no longer make a sudden dif'fergrnce to fir. effectiven1s

These conclUsiC:&s caused some concern over possible st-.:.S-3upport interfe
effects. Th, sting balance uaed was orao already in exitence and had beer.
for anrot~er purpose and was not ide'ri. The sting diameter was fairly la.rge
:'lative to the body base diameter and diverged very slightly aft of the mode
1It was felt that the slight sting divergence immediately aft of the model mi.
atcentuate the after body separation and a few further tests were carried ou
with -in improved sting design. The improved sting w.as parallel for more th.
six body base diameters downstream of the model. Apart frou resul.ts at low

These -'hotlgraphs are reproduced by kind permission of the Aircraft Resea
Association Bedford.
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incidence and transonic speeds little difference was fouvnd with the improved
sting design and these tests effectively dispelled all doubts about any
important sting interference effects on the wind tunnel results. The restoring
mcment measurements for the M557A body with both sting balnces are given in
figure 6(b); this shows results throughout the Mach number range for the lower
incidences where any possible differences would occur. In the subsonic and
transonic Mach number region (up to a Mach number jus3 below 1.05) the
diffeence between the two sets of curves is very sma..l, the slightly divergent
sting design causing a smwall increase in the upper fin surface separated flow
region and so very slightly increasing the low incidence restoring moment non-
linearity (cf. restoring moment curves on figure 6(b) for X = 0.85 to M = 1.00).
The oily other difference with the new sting was that the low incidence flow
separation ceased (and hence the marked nonlinearity in the restoring moment
vanished) at just below M = 1.05 instead of just above - cf. the X = 1.05 and
1.25 carves on figure 6(b). However, it will be shown later (see Section 8.2)
that the trajectory of a bomb may be critically affected by the extent of the
unstable region near zero incidence.

When this explanation of the restoring moment nonlinearities on the X557A
shape had beet. established, it was predicted that it would be possible to
eliminate them easily by reducing slightly the convergence of the rearmost par-
of the body. Since these separations were entirely low incidence effects
(0 less than 70), it was argued that the small modification tc elimirate them
would have virtually no affect on the aerodynamics at high incidence (0 greater
than 70). Soon afterwaz-d3 a new mcdel was made for the pitch and roll damping
test3 (see paragraph 6.5) and by coincidence it was found necessary to make this
small change to the body shape to accommodate the oscillatory derivative balance
and support. The M823 low drpg body shape resulted (figure 7). The predicticns
regarding the aerodynamics were completely Justified. Figure 9 shows examples
of how the low incidence nonlinearity in restoring moment wns eliminated with
virtually no effect on the high incidence values, and figure 10 shows enlarged
the detail of the changes prcduced at low incidence with almost complete
elimination o: the restoring moment nonlinearity at ail Mach numbers.

The other feature of the restoring moment results to be noted is the large
variation in restoring momenz with roll attitude at incidences above about 100
(figure 6(a)). It is obvious that for any satisfactory prediction of a
missile's behaviour during oscillatory motions which include angles of incidence
sf 1Oc or more it is essential to have a reliable knowledge of the variation of
restoring moment with roll attitude as well as with incidence.

6.3 Static mea-tirements of normr-- ;'orce and restoring moment on the bluff M557B shape

The variation of gormal force and restoring moment acting on the M557B shape
with incide.,nce, roll attitude and Mach number is shown in figures 11 and 12.
,he systematic nonlinearities in restorinA moment found at subsonic speeds with
the lcr. dra W557A shape were not present with this bluff body. The cur-.es of
Uoth normal force and restoring moment are reasonably smooth for Mach numbers
up to about 0.95, though the curves of restoring moment in pai-ticular arx very
irregular in the transonic region. (M = 1.00 to 1.05). These irregularities
with the bluff body did not affect the full scale trial3 in any way since the
dragh/eight ratio of the bluff store was high enough to keep its full scale free-
flight Mach number subsonic at all times.

The pattern of restoring moments and normal forces acting on this bluff body
is in accord with what has been found previously with bh,,Wf nosed bodies (e.g.
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references 11, 4", 42 and 43). Subsonically, the flow separatet from the
of thi body leaving an open bubble with the after-body submerged in a wake
is already completely separated; under these circumstances the convergence
the rear tail cone cannot cause the local separations on the fin upper surf
at low incidence which caused the nonlirnearities with the M557A body. At
some Mach nt'ber near unity, the flow around the body changes; the flow st
separates from the body nose but re-attaches soon afterwards leaving only a
small closed separation bubble at the nose and the flow is attahed over th
rest of the body. Between M = 1.0 and about X = 1.10 the flow re-attachme
is not firmly established and a complete separation or, in some instances,
partial separation on one side of the body can be caused by a one or two
degrees change in incidence. This together with the passage of shock wave
down the tail cone over the fins is the causi 8f the rapid fluctuations in
restoring moment with incidence for 0 below 10 shown at X = 1.0 and X = 1.
in figure 12. At higher Mach numbers the flow reattachment always occurs
tae restoring moment and normal force curves are again more linear.

6.4 Static measurements of induc.ed side force, side moment and rolling moment f
the M557A and M557B shapes

The side forces and moments (i.e. those .i the plane perpendicular to tI
plane of incidence) and the rolling moments induced on a symmetr-ic vehicle
the asymmetric attitudes produced by combinations of incidence and roll 0 ar.1
are only of a significant size at large incidences - say above about 10 .
Consequently, the low in:idence aerodynamic difference's between tae M823 a
M557A low drag shapes di-'ussed in Section 6.2 will not Apply to these Irdi
forces and moments, and it is firmly believed that the small differences it
configuraticn between the two low drag shapes will not lead to any noticeal
difference in their high inciience aerodynamics. Hence the data on induct
forces and moments given here for the M557A shape will also apply to the MI
shapo.

The variation of the induced side forces with incidence, roll attitude 4
Mach number for the low drag shape is shown in figures 13 and 14. A- fixt
incidence, the variation with roll angle approximatest to but doe3 not exac,
reproduce the sinusoidal form which has usually been assumed in thenretlca:
studies suon as those of this report and of, for oxample(20). These irdut
side forces (and the induced side moments and rolling moments discussed be:
are mainly the result of the interaction between the fins and the high
incidence body vortices discussed in Section 8.0. With this explianation.
variation of the induced forces and moments depends on the position of the
fins relative to the cores of the body vortices, and the disola:ecent of t)

1Opeak values to roll angles less than the o = 22 -y given by the sin -. appr
mation is real and not duo to experimental error in the wind tun, el meas3hr
The pea irduce side force, :losely represented in figure 14 by the value.
P = 22j , increases rapiily with incidence between 8 - 100 and 0 = 200 f r
Mach numbers but by 0 = 20 it shows signs of levelling off. The induced
forces for the blcff body are much smaller than the correspcna.ing ones for
low drag body arA apparently less regular, though this may be a refle.tioza
their very small size and the inability of the balance systen uo measure t)
accurately in the presence of the very ouch larger normal firces and resto
moments. The variation of the peak induce. side force (C=- 22 7° ) is show
figure 15, bu.at tho variaticn with roll attitude is not shorn because exper
scatter on the small vaiues tends to =ask any system&tic .-hange.
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The variition of the induced side moment with incidence, roll attitude and
Iach number is thown in figures 16 and 17 for both the low drag and bluff shapes.
Once again the values are very much larger for the low drag than for the bluff
body, though in this instance the bluff body values arc large enough to show
trends fairly clearly. The variation with roll attitude at constant incidenme
is approximately but not exactly sinusoidal for both bodies (figure 16). As
with the side forces the peak moments (figure 17) rise rapidly with incidence
above 100, but the moments rise much more rapidly0 for the low drag shape and
the rise shows no sign of stopping until about 20 in-i ence; with the bluff
store the peak values tend to level out by about 0 = 15

Induced rolling moment variations with incidence, roll at.itude and Mach
number for the low drag M557A shape are shown in figures 18 and 19. Once
again there is the approximately sinusoidal variation with roll attitude of thle
induced rolling moment at the higher incidences, but the variation of the peak
induced rolling moment (9 = 240) with incidence 3h,.s some differences from
the corresponding variation of the induced side forces and side moments.
Between 9 0 and about 0 = 13 there is a slight but definite negative C, but
at about 0 = 130 or 140 , there is a very rapid rise in C to large positive

values for all Mach numbers from I = 0.75 upwards (for 1 0.5 the pattern is
the same but the rolling momcnts are all considerably leAs than those at the
higher Mach numbers). The induced rolling moments are very large, by 9 = 200
they exceed the rolling moments corresponding to 2 of cant on all four fins.
There is no certain Knowledge as to whether this peak induced rolling moment
increases still further as 8 continues to increase above 20a - the evidence on
this point from cther bcmb shapes is contradictory. The U.S. measurements on
a very simalar configuration% the EX-1O low drag bomb ohape, suggest that the
rise may halt between 8 = 20 and 0 = 25 (31, 34) while Dritish measurements On
similar weapon s1ipes suggest that the induced rolling moments may continue to
rise up to 0 = 30 , though the increase in 'i above 0 = 200 will not be so

rapid(45, 46). The point is important because of the significance of the
induced rolling momints when th3 possibility of roll lock-in is being considered.

The rolling moments induced on the U557B bluff body shape by the asyMmctric
attitudes at high incidence are sho.wn in figures 20 and 21. These rolling
moments are very much smaller than those for the lor drag shape and their
increase with inci.ence reseolles much more closely :ze behaviour of the indiced
side forces and side moments at all Mach numbers. There ir- no suggestion of a
negative CI at low incideice, the rise of peak ind-ced roll-ng moment starts at

a lower incidence (0 = iO° , ani is ore gradual than for the low drag body.

6.5 Pitch and roll damping measurV-ients on the M823 low drag shape

The variation of pitch damping with incidence, roll attitude nd Mach
number for the M823 low drag shape is shown in figures 22 n) to (c) and 23.
Marit of these measurements are for incidences from 0 to 6 and in this
incidence range the fln root suparation effects on thi W557A low drag shape
led to large differences in static .estoring moment wnd smaller but still
sign.s -cant differences in static normal force betwe-n the M557A and X823 shapes
(figures 5 and -C). 14 would hardly be surprisir. therefore if differences
also occur.'d at low incidence between the damping liP-------- two low
drag shapes and this should be remembered when, of necessity, tha pitch &z1n
results for .he k823 shape are also applied to the M557A shape. The order of
difference between the pitch damping for the two shapes is more likely to be
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similar to the smaller differences betwem*n their normal forces than to the
larger differences between their restoring moments; the restoring mcment, ax'
comparatively small differences between the larger body destabilistng moments
and fin stabilisin,- moments and they can be disproportionately affect d byf a
few p3rcent reducthon in fin efficiency, while with both normal force and pit
damping the contributions due tn body and fins arv of the same sign and are
additive.

At all Mach numbers some increase in pitch damping with incidence was foun
for the low incidence range (e = 0 to 60) with greater increases for the hlg.,
Mach numbers (figures 22(a) to (c)). For the itubsonic cases investigated if)
greater detail (M = 0.7 and 0.8) the rise in damping with incidence was shown
to continue up to at least 0 = 16 to 20

Roll attitude was found to have little effect on pitch damping up to abcut
160 of incidence (figures 22(a) and (c)), though tne damping was always
slightly less for the asymmetric attitude (9 = 22j") than for the two
symmetric cases. The more detailed subsonic invustigation of effectL of rol
attitude and incidence however did show up an interesting and possibly import
effect at the higher incidences. Above about 9 = 160, the pitch damping cur
diverged quite sharply (figure 22(c)), with the damping curve for t he asymmet
attitude = 221 (and by symmetry for o = 6 0 also) falling -apigly; tunne

limitations which restricted the maximum incidence to about 0 = 21 made it
impos'ible to see whether the damping continuEd to drop to ver:' low values (o
even to change sign). This change in damping occurs at the same roll attitu
and over the snme incidence range asthat ii. which the. induced rolling moments
side forces and side moments suddenly become impo-taht.- it is likely to be
another indication of a change taking place in the basic flow pattern over th
fins.

Throuehout the .ncidence range tested there was a large increase in pitch
damping with KMi:h number transonically and in the low supersonic region
(M = 0.05 to M = ;.30, figure 23).

Experimental measurements of pitch damping for comparison are not common
and the only ones known on a very similar shape are triobe on the U.S. EX-1O I
drae ahape(Y , 47,1. Allowing Cor corfiguration differences, these are
quantitatL*ty rather similar at 8 = 0, o = 0, but there are differences in t
effe.t of roll attitude and incidence. While the M823 tests showed little
effect of roll attitude, the EX-1O tests showed almost a doublirg in damping
coefficients in 6oing from v = 0 to 9 = 450. No logical exnlanation can be
forward for this big roll attitude effect with the EX-1O shape and it is
believed that the M823 results are more likely to be correct.

Another difference between the M823 results and the U.S. EX-1O results wa.
in the effe:t of incidence over the M823 test range. The M323 results showt
much m.)re (ffeet of incidence btt in this case the difference is understandal
the V8,3 results were obtained dsing the forced oscillation technique of
referer.ce 35 ar.d the amplitude of the forced oscillation was small (only -I
while the EX-1O results were obtained from the free decay of much lhrger
oscillatirns. The method used in the EX-1O case would tend to average the
damping over the incidence range and so mask the incidence effects, &Afr it i;
likely that in this respect the M823 results are more precise. The large
tran-_onic and supersonic increase in damping w.ith Mach number is in agreemen"
with the EX-1O results.

The variation of roll damping with incidence, roll attitude and Mach numb,
is shown in figures 24 and 25. These results were subject to the support
vibration troubles referred to earlier and with the accura:y obtainable no
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effect cf roll attitude was detected. There was a slight but definite increase
of roll damping with Mach number, and a very definite increase with incidence.
Once again the only closely comparable shape for which there are roll damning
results available is tha EX-1O shape. As before different techniques prevented
coroarisons of all the effects - the EX-1O results(48) came from tests mith a
cor.tinually spir.ning model which averaged out roll attitude effects while the
9823 results came from a small forced oscillation technique. Allowing for
configuration differences, the results compare closely for magnitude and effect
of Mach number at zero incidence. No comparisoa of roll attitude effect was
possible and none is available for effect of incidence.

7. FRM FLIGHT TRIALS AND RESULrS

As mentic ned in Section 5, full sca!- instrumented bumb trials were conducted
to obtain fret flight data on the trajectory and dynamic behaviour of the research
store. For this purpose, the research stores were fitted with a spin sensor,
accelerometers, and a telemetry1 sender to measure the effects of release disturbance
and subsequent flight behaviour. Information telemetered from the resear-h stores
gave a measure of roll rate and of the amplitude, frequency and damping of oscilla-
tions caused by external disturbances throughout the reriod of fall from release to
impact. In addition, wing tip and bomb bay cameras were installed on the "bombing"
aircraft to record the pitching and yawing attitudes actually reached by each store
in response to the release di.iturbance. Finally, trajectories were obtained by
means of Contrave kine-theodolites, enabling the determination of missile position
and speed. The true air speed and Mach number were then found from a knowledge of
the appropriate meteorological data.

The trials programme included systematic variations in c.g. position and fin cant
on both bluff body and streamlined configuratiors of the same basic shape. At the
ouset of the research programme, initial scall scale wind tunnel tests conducted
at A.R.L. showed an unexpected nonlinearity in the static restoring moment near ze.
yaw (see Section 6) and because of this "transient response" experiments were
planned to make direct measurements of force and mcment in free flight, using lateral
pulse rockets to generate artificial disturbances.

A description of the traWgsient respunse trials is given separately in Section 7.4.

7.1 The test vehicles

External dimensions of the researc' stores are given in figures i and 2.
The stores were manufactured in the Z.R.E. workshops and the method of constric-
ticn adopted is shiwn in figures 26, 27 and 28. Basically, the streamlined
9557A body (figure 26) comprise. six cast aluminium alloy sections, four of
which were flanged and fitted with studs to facilitate assembly of the uverall
centre body. The tail cone was attached by means of a si'gle tie-rod anchored
to a subsidiary conical casting which was held within the adjacent section.
To maintain a "clean" external surface, the body sections were bolted together
by studs p]^ced below the skin line, making it necessary to assemble the store
progressively from tne aft end with a threaded nose cone giving final closure
of tne vehicle. Ready access to tlzc telemetry sender was obtained by installing
it as far forward as possible.

The body sections were cast in a "free flowing" aluminium alloy, permittirg
a nominal wall thickness of 0.375in. with a smooth outer skin held to a contour
tolerance of .1/32in. as cast. Thus the need for external machining was
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limited to local blending at the five junctions of the body nections and the
total weight of the complete streamlined body was kept d.wn vo about 400lb.
This left considerable freedom for the disposition of ballast needed to vary
the c.g. position and moment of inertia within the speci'ied all up weight o
860 lb. Circular ballast weights of 251b each were bolted at the body junct
to give the desired overall inertial properties. Body alignment was maintp
by ensuring that the flanged ends of the cast sections were machined square
their individual axes of symmetr. 0

Because the experiments domanled control of fin cant to within ±_0.1 pres
mtuulded, plastic fins were designed with the required cant angle set oi. an
integ;rally moulded stock to ensure repeatability of the fin geometry. The
were located in parallel sided slots, accurately machine' in the tail castir
giving a range 3f cant angles from zero up to 3 . Each fir. was firmly wede
in position at its root leading and trniling edges and the conplete tail
assembly was subjected to systematic measurements of the individual cant &ij
ch~rdwise camber and spanwise twist. Telemetry ae~rials were formed by mets
plating a section of te leading edges on one pair of diametrically opposite
fins.

Figure 27 illustrates the construction of the bluff M557B body which was
similar to the streamlined -orifiguraticn with the exception that the nose cc
and forward section were replaced by a flat disc, and smaller fins rere fitl
Without Lallast, the bluff body structure weighed approximately 3W0lb, and t
with the streamlined body, its all up weight was specified at 8601b. The
physical properties and release conditions for each of the research stora3s
listed in table I.

For transient response experiments four lateral pulse rockets ("bonkers"'
were fitte-1 in the body section aheal of the tail cone as shown in figure 2i
Each bonker unit comprised a group of three 3.5 in "Bazooka" rocket motors J
simultaneously to givi a combined total impul.e o" 180lb sec with a burning
time of aproximately 25msec. Low'." impulses of 1201o se- or 601b sec cou:
also be obtained by simply reducing the number of Bazook:a motors fired. A
fuse clock and commutator were usea 'o initiate the borkers at predeterminet
times after release from the aircraft.

'luring the wii-d tunnel tests at A.R.A., it was found that the nonlineari"
in static restoring moment near zero yaw could be substantially reduced by
small change in the tail cone shape. (Section 6.2). Full scale bodies we
modified to the H823 shape shown in figure 3 and full scale transie-.t respo
experiments were als performed with these to confirm the wind tunnel data.

7.2 Instrurentation

Measurements which were required during the free flight trials may be
divided crnveniently into four nair groups, namely :-

(1' Ground based measurements of trajectory.

(2) Yeasurenrts made by instrtents carried in the test vehicles.

(3) Observation of the release disturbance from aircraft cameras.

(4) Meteo. ological Ymeasurements.

The methods used to obtain these measurements are outlined below together w
an assessment of the accuracy achieved under the operating condlitions at th
,oomera Range.
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7.21 Ground based measurement of trajectory

Ground speed and trajectory of the bomb test vehicles were determined
by means of Contreves kineth.odolites. These ir.trunent3 had a
measured total error of 15sec of arc ( S.D.) an nomals. four were used
per trial, each operating at 20 frames/s, from which average error3 of
!5ft in position and !2ft/s in p-o,.-d speed were obtained over the entire
trajectory after appropriate smoothing of individual readings. It should
be noted that most of the error in the kinetheodolite measurements was due
to bia3 %hich did not affect the determination of velocity(19).

In conjunction with the kinetheodolites, three 35mm Vinten high speed
cameras were used to provide a high resolution, slow motion photographic
record of the test vehicles' dynamic behaviour throughout the tall.

7.2.2 Test vehicle inztrimentation

In the test vehicles, accelerations and incidence were measured by
variable inductance transducers weed in conjunction with A twenty-four
channel 465Xc/s sub-miniature telemetry ysLe. There were normally
twenty-three information channels and one synchronising channel, time
multiplexed by mean., of a mechanical rotating switch giving a sampling
rate of 80 per second per channe?. For the purpose of determining the
accuracy of data transmission, the telemetry system was considered to
include that equipment betwcen the input to the multiplexer in the air-
borne sender (that is, excluding the transducers) and the data output
from the demodulation and demultiplexing equipment on replay of a copy of
a primary magnetic tape record. In these terms the maximum r.m.s. error
in data transmission was of full scale deflection which compounded with
the individual transducer errors to give the overall accuracy of the raw
data. This overall accuracy was found. to lie within 1. and 2p of full
scale deflection or within about 1 , of fill scale deflection if mathema-
tical smoothing techniques were applied.

For the measurement of lateral forces and moments, six accelerometers
were used, one pair with a range of !2g placed ahead of the vehicle's c.g.
and two pairs with ranges of !3g and !5g placed aft of the c.g. Each
pair of accelerometers was mounted with tieir sensitive axes perpendicular
to each other and to the vehirle's axis of symmetry, and lying in planes
parallel with those of the sta.ilising fins. These transducers were
manufactured to an R.A.E. specification, and their performance approximated
a second order linear system with the damping factor set at 0.7 of critical.
The natural frequencies of thi instruments were about 100c/s, 120c/s and
160c/s for the ranges of !2g, !3g and ±5g respectively.

In the case of incidence measurements, a differential pressure
incidence meter was deve'oped and calibrated at A.R.L. (50). This
incorporated a hemispherical-head probe fitted with differential )ressure

trar..-ducers to measure the components of incidLnce in two planes at
right angles. Subsequent to the tests described in reference 50, static
calibrations of a full scale probe indicated that incidence could be
mcasured to within :I. ,However, it has not yet been possible to devise
a satisfactory method of measuring the dynamic rtsponse of this instrument
ani reference 51 has been used to estimate phase lags associated with the
tube ]engths leading from the surface tapping points to the pressure
transducers. The installation required a tube length of 18in. which
gave estimated phase lags of 2G at sea level rising to 100 at an altitude
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of 45000 ft, for an oscillation frequency of 5c/s. At a fr' quency o
I c/s the corresponding phas- lags were reduced to 0.4' and 2.

The primmry mpans of measuring roll-rate was to us photo-electric
cells placed behind narrow slits to observe the variation in light in
sity as the vehicle rolled. Two slits in the body surface were loca
at an angular displacement of 900 and the outpat of the cells tranzmi
by the telemetry link. Roll-rate was also obtained from the telemet
system by using plane polarised aerials. The telemetry receiving
station operated an signaAs in the 130 to 490Mc/s band and a rotating
dipole, mounted in a tracking parabolic aerial, received the telemetr.
signals radiated by the test vehicle throughout its fall so that the
amplitude of the received signal was a maximum when the axis of the
rotating dipole was parallel with the plane of polarisation of the
radiated signal, and a minimum when the dipole was perpendi:ular to t
plane. A coded disc which rotated with the dipole produced a series
marker pulzies at a constant angular relationshi2 to the position of t
receiving dipole. The amplitude modulated signal was demodulated an
after filtering out the high frequency component of the telemetry sig
was recorded on film together with the marker pulses and a suitable t

sequence. Roll data was then obtained by comparing the relationship
between the amplitude minima of the roll signal and tre marker pulses

7.2.3 Aircraft instrumentation

A photogrephic record of the test vehicle's respor-se to the re-leas
disturbance was obtained by four cameras installed in the "bomr, ng"
aircraft. Details of the camera location and their field. of view a
shown in f."gure 2?. Tw wing tip and two bomb-bay cameras were used
give timed records of the combined pitching and yawing motions during
first 1lsec of fall. The. e cameras were modified 35mm G.W.1 instrum
operating at about 28 fra.es/s and with timing provided in the edge o
film by means of neon lamps. The two wing tip and one of the bomb-b
cameras hal I in. focal length lenses giving approximately 300 field o
view, hile the second bomb-bay camera had a 10in. focal length lens
only 5 field of view. However, this latter instrament proved to ha
too narrow a fiald for aIthing other than very "clean" release:,

Instant of release from the aircraft was rmcorded by a radic signa
initiated through the operation of a micro-switch attached to the bor
slip.

7.2.4 Weteorological data

Ground level measurements of barometr-c pressure, ambient temperat
and wind velocity were recorded continuously at thb Range meteorologi
station. At altitude, hourly measurements of pressure end temperatu
were made by means of radiosonde, while the wind velocity 1as determi
by the balloon-tracking method. Data for a given trial were obtained
interpolation, with the result that atmospheric pre-szure was measured
an accuracy of !1'.-b, temperature within :if C, and wind velocity wit
:1Oft/s. By combining local wind velocity with the vehicle velocity
determined by the kinetheodolites, the true air speed was obtained, a
in turn the Mach number computed from the ambient air temperature.
number was determined ';ithin :0.012 and true air speed within _12 ft/!

(.
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7.3 Results of instrumented ballistic trialr

The free flight research programme comprised a total of thirty-+hree test
vehicles with trials conducted in the period from December 1961 to December 196L,.
Each test vehicle was released singly from the same station in the bomb-bay and
det&ils or the various store configurations, release conditions an impact
deviations are listed in tabie 1. Only a limited number of bluff A557B bocies
were tested because this conf.guration stvffered only a small release disturbance,
and since all the induced for.es and moments were small (figures 15, 16, 17, 20
and 21) its flight behaviour was not influenced by adverse roll-yaw inter-
actions. It should be noticed also that round numbers 729 and /31, in group
H of table 1, did not contribute to the research programme other than to prove
a parachute recovery system required in the development of a special technique
for meesuring vehicle attitude by optical means.

Throughout the trials programme all of the required data were obtained from
both the airborne and ground instumentation with the exception of round number
702. On this trial the kinetheodolites did not record the release conditions.
The only other failure occurred with round number 754 which had to be jettisoned
because of a faulty bomb-slip.

To assess the overall ballistic performance of individual test vehicles, the
observed impact conditions were compared with those predicted on the IBM 7090
computer using the measured release conditions and meteorolo-ical data together
with a measured drag function for the bomb. For simplicity, particle
trajectories were computed initially assuming that the bowb moved in a non-
rotating field with a constant gravitational attraction every-ahere perpendicular
to a plane; corrections for the earth's rotation, the variation of gravity with
height and the variable direction of gravity, were estimated on the bas-s of
ret%:rence 52 and subtracted from the observed impact data to give the impact
deviaticns in range, line and time of fall listed in table 1. These corrections
were calcu.L+ed for vacuum conditions because such an approximation was found to
give results with sufficient accuracy. Furthermore, the variation of drag
coefficient with MaLh number was established from the observed trajectories of
selected trials by a method of double differentiating the mis3ile position - time
data. For this a miltistat.on solution of the trajectory was computed from a
minimum of three kinetheodoliteb. The position coordinates were smoothed on
the IBM 7090 computer by fitting a ci.ird order curve over successive groups of
21 points using a moving arc techrique. Smoothed values of velocity componen's,
trajectory slope and acceleration were obtained at the centre point of each
group. True air speed and Mach number were then computed from the trajectory
and the meteorological data for each time intorval of 0.2sec. Finally, the
following expre.-sion for the drag coefficient was tabulated against Mach number
at I sec intervals.

2m /f - g cos
D A V

where CD  is the drag coefficient
V is the true airspeed
g is the acceleration due to gravity

f is the missile acceleratir

m is the mi-sile mass

a is the slope of the trajectory
p is the air density
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Variations of drag coefficient with Mach rimber obtained by this method
shown in figures 3J( ) and (b) for the X557A and M557B shapes respective ly
In addition, typical particle trajectories for both the streamlined and bl
body configv rations are shown in figure 31 and the corresponding time hist
of Mach number and dynamic prescure are given ir figure 32 for release con
tions representative of the act'al flight trials.

7.3.1 Streamlined body M557A shape

Referring first to table 1, for the streaml.ned body, Groups A, C,
E and G list those stores which were scheduled for release from
45000 ft at M = 0.7 and which had e.g. positions specified respectiv
to be at 52, 54, 57, 47.5 and 50 percent of the body length from the
The stores of Group B were released from a lower nominal altitude of
25000 ft at X = 0.5, with the c.g. at 52%from the nose. Finally,
Groi,'p F includes three loft bombing trials and Group H two parachute
recovery tria) s.

In the following paragraphs a b-ief description of the flight bel
is given for bowbs within each group. Comparisons with theoretical
studies are made in Section 8.

Group A :- 45000 ft X = 0.7, intended e.g. position 52%.

With the e.g. at a nominal 52,body-length the overall ballistic
formngce was generally satisfactory for fin cants ranging from zero
to i , as shown by rour-d numbers 701, 702, 716, 717, 718, 709 and 71
For these configuration the release disturbance remained almost plat
with a first peak amplitude in pitch of arproximately 200.

Of the two stores with nominally zero fir. cant, number 701 had
standard sharp leading edge fins and number 702 had rounded leading
fins. This fin modification was made in an early attempt to reduce
nonlinearity in static restoring moment at lcw incidence. However,
comparisons of the lateral acceleration records obtained during the
of these two stores, it was evident that the minor fin change had nc
appreciable effect and the low incidence nonlinearity in restoring
moment was subsequently shown to result from a boiy interference elf
kSection 6.2). Roll rates exhibited by round numbers 701 ard 702 (
figures 33(a) ard (b)) did not exceed about 0.9c/s. Since the rati
roll rate to natural yawing frequency remained below 0.5 thr-lugnout
fall adve'rse roll-yaw interactions were avoided.

With an average 'in cant of 0.170, round 716 released cleanly ane
passed through resonance at about 18sec after release and again at
A low amplitude oscIllation of less than 50 was detected between 15
25see, and the deviation at inpact was somewhat higher (15 mils in.
range) than that experienced witt. rounds 717, 718, 709 and 714.

Rounds 717, 718, 709 and 714 had average fin cants of 0.31 , 0.41
0.440 and 0.910 respectively. Each exhibited a normal resprnse to
release disturbance wit iak pitch amplitudez of about 200 and inil
yawing &mplitudes increu ,g slightly with fin cant from r.pproxirdat(
70 to 100. For round -" 7 resonance was passed through lOsec after

release and for rounds 718, 709 and 714 somrewhat earlier. In each
the roll rate.increased quite steadily but showed some influence of
induced rolling" moments particularly during response to the reltase
curbance as shown in figures 33(a), 33(b), 34(a) and 34(b). The
ballistic performance of rounds 717 and 714 was good, with deviatioi
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impact not exceeding 3 mils. However, rounds 718 and 709 gave total
deviations of approximately 10 mNls. This variation in pirforrance for
fin cants between 0.31 and 0.91 can only be attributed to tha effects
of the release disturbance because none of tnese particular rounds showed
any significant yawing motions later in I'light.

Rourxl 708 with a fin cant of 1.41 perfcr-ned a large amplitude
(300 maximum) circular yawing notion at release which was characteristic
of roll lock-in(21) and which persisted from about 3 sec to 6sec after
release. Recovery from this motion was abrupt and roll break-out is
thought to have been caused by stalling of the fins at hih incidence.
This ..xplanation is supported by the wind tunnel results (figure 6(a))
which indicate a rapid loss cf fin lift at incidences greater than about

for angles of attack in planes cther than those of the fins. Thus,
as the fins approach the stalled condition the circular yawing frequency
Luddenly decreases and no longer equals the roll rate so that the state
of roll lock-in is broken; the sense of the destabilising side moments
then rapidly changes and a complete recovery to low incidence is
accomplished. The ballistic perfcrmance of round 708 was not good
having a deviation at impact in exce.3s of 35 ails.

Round 715 with 2.8 fin cant ga.e a response to the release disturbance
very similar to that experienced with round 708 but with a slightly
greater yawing amplitude. The greater fin cant forced the bomb through
rvosonance without lock-in and after recovering from the release disturbance
no further large yawing motions were observed, and the deviation at impact
was approximately 15 mils.

The trial for round 736 wa3 scheduled in the closing phase of the
fixed cruciform fin research prograne ?ith the main purpose of demon-
strating the ballistic performanca of the straigt tapsred tail cone
(M823 body). This store gave a clean release with 20 peak amplitu"i in
pitch. There were no indications of adverse roll yaw interaction
throughout the trajectL.y and the deviation at impact was 10 mils.

It should be noted that where comments have been made concerning mid-
flight roll-yaw resonance of stores in Group A after recovery from the
release disturbance, the magnitude of the yawing motion was generally
found to be little greattr than 5 0 ne resonant condition was
detected by comparing the natural yawing frequency of the store as given
by the telemetered acceleration data with the measured roll rate.

Group B :- 25000 ft, M = 0.5, intended c.g. Position 52u.

Rounds 724, 725, 726 and 732 had nominal e.g. position at 525; from
the nose and fin cants of 0.120, 0.900, 0.46 and 0.40 re pectively.
This group of trials was planned tc demonstrate the effect of the small
region of static instabilitj near zero incidence which the wind tunnel
measurements had shown at subsonic sp eeds. The release corditions were
changed to 25000 ft at M = 0.5 for these trials so that the period of
subsonic flight would occur under -onditions of greater dynamic pressure
than with higher altitude releases, thereby enhancing the attitude
sensitivity of the missile-borne accelerometers and yawmeter. Response
to the release disturbance for each of the four stores was respectively
similar to that expern-e.,ced by the stores in Group A with corresponding
fin Lants, the E.A.S. :.t release being about the same. Records obtained
from the lateral accelerometers and direct incidence measurements revealed
details Of low incidence behaviour over the later part of the trajectories
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which had previously been obscured in the higher altitude releases.
Thus with 0.120 fin cant, round 724 exhibited 0a condition of roll lo
in with a yawing amplitude of approximately 2 which was sustained f
speeds up to M = 0.95, when the motion ceased abruptly. Round 725,
its higher roll rate o(see figure 35) was observed to spin at a stead
incidence of about i , and th. s mction also decayed at M = 0.95.

During response to the relcese disturbance, round 726 showed an
abnormally high roll acceleration, as may be seen from figure 35.
tett vehicle was the first to be fitted with a yaw meter and althou4..
the instrument gave useful evidence of the incidence history, lack c
accurate roll acceleration data made it impossible to analyse fully
unusual behaviour. Between 2 and 3sec after release, a brief pe. ic
roll lock-in occurred and during this time the vehicle swung rapidly
a 250 circular yawing motion. Shortly thereafter the roll rate drc
back to the value expected from the fin cant alone -jid the yawing
amplitude began to decrease; at 12sec after release recovery from t
disturbance was complete. Later in the trajector a 1.w amplitude
nutational cscillation of about 30 amplitude developed an.!, as previ
with rounds 724 and 725, this motion died away when M = 0.95 was rei
In an attempt to gain further information on the unexpected behavior
round 726, round 732 was fitted with an angular accelerometer and r
under as nearly identical conditions as possible. On this occasior
at between 0.5 and 0.8sec after release, the store experiunced larg(
rolling moments in a sense opposed to the fin cant and also contrarl
that expected from yaw induced effects. These momertr were apparer
associated with particular asymmetric attitudes experienced during I
release disturbance and ra-:ulted in a roll rate of 1/3c/s against t?
cant. After 0.8sec, the measured rolling moments changed sign and
into reasonable agreement with the wind tunnel data; when recovery
the release disturbance had been accomplished the dynamic behaviour
round 732 was similar to that of round 726.

Group C :- 45000 ft, K = 0.7, intended c.g. pssiticn 51o.

Round 712 with c.g. at 5L.21 from the nose and an average fin caz
-0.03 toppled at release but recovered from the resultizg large aml
circular yawing motion -.. n _.boiL :sec in much the same w..y as di(
round 708. The maximum roll rate was aleut I c/s just before impac"
showed marked evidence of roll lock-in during the release disturban,
(see figure 36). This round had a deviation at impact slightly in
of 100 mils, entirely due to the behaviour at release.

Group D :- 45000 ft, X = 0.7, intended c.g. position 57%.

With the c.g. at 57% from the nose, the static margin is approxii
0.5 calibre less than with the c.g. at 52%and the consequent loss
static stability increases the nonlinearity in the restoring moment
For this c.g. position the sudden growth of yaw at release which is
associated with roll lock-in was apparent for cach of the fin can's
namely -0.13 c , 0.50 , 1.44 ad 2.90 on round numbers -03, 706, 70
713 respectively. The behaviour at release became progreszively m
violent with increase of fin cant, as is lemonstrated by che errati
growth of roll rate shown in figure 37. Round 703 recovered from
yawing motion within a few seconds after release but had a deviatio,
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about 70 mils at impact. Rounds 706, 707 and 713 all toppled at release
and experienced large amplitude oscillations for most of the remaining
flight giving impact deviations greater than 200 mils in each case.
Over the latter half of the trajectories of rounds 707 trd 713 a slowly
decaying nutational motion was0 observed; the amplitude of this alowly
decreased from 40 to about 10 at imp,'t. These were the rounds with
large cart angles and high spin rates, ,ij Magnus effects are believed to
be responsible for the motions.

Group E :- 45000 ft, X = 0.7, isended.c.g. position 47%.

Rounds 722 and 723 were planned to demonstrate repeatability for stores
with a favourably chosen combination of fin cant and e.g. position.
Both rounds gave clean releases with a first peak amplitude of about 20
and subsequent flight histories quite free from adverse roll-yaw inter-
actions. In -ach instance the maximum roll rate was approximately
0.8c/s at 50sec from release (see figure 38) and the impact deviation did
not exceed 6.5 mils.

Group F :- Loft manoeuvre

Rotinds 719, 720 and 721 were released with e.g. at 51.7% from the nose
and fin cants of 0.11 , 0.97 and O. 110 respectively. Round 721 was
uninstrumented. In the loft manoeuvre the aircraft performed a simple
pull-up from 1000 ft to the release height of about 5500 ft. At release
the normal acceleration was approximately 2g and fligh- path elevations
from the horizontal were 620, 670 and 63u respectively. In each case
the peak amplitude of the release disturbance did not exceed 11 in pitch
and 50 in yaw and no abnormal behaviour was observed tnroughout all three
trajectories. The roll rate of round 719 was almost negligible, and for
round 720 it closely followed the predicted history gtving cbserved values
of 0.8c/s at Apogee rising to 2.5c/s at impact (see fip-re 39). All
three rounds negotiated the highly curved portion of the trajectory
&round apogee -.thout any large oscillations.

vroup G :- Transient response trials

In these trials the store was disturbed on several separate oczasiors
by lateral pulse rockets and the rerponse to the disturbances was carefully
analysed. Of the three transient response trials, that for round 7C4 was
conducted early in the research pragramre with the purpose of obtaining
preliminary free flight data on normal force and restoring moment
coefficients at transonic speeds for comparison with the wind tur.nel
results. At the time of this trial no suitable instrument was available
to measure angle of attack so that analysis of the bcnker responses was
limited to an "equivalent linear" treatment of the recorded lateral
acc. 2erations. With suct a simplified analysis it was necessary to assume
that the aerodynamic fore, and moments were axially symmetric, thereby
restricting the range of ir.cidences which could be examined u'erully.
(Wind tunnel tests had already shrn that aerodynamic cross-coupling
effects became appreciable at incidences greater than about 100).
Although only low incidence data .'er obtained from round 704, the results
showed quite good agreement with the A.R.A. wind tunnel measurements.
Rounds 727 and 728 were both fitted with differential pressure yaw meters
making it possible to perform quite detailed analyses of the nonlirear
aerodynamic forces bnd moments as outlined later in Section 7.4. Each
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vehicle had tour b-nkers timed to operate at IC, 20, 27 and 36 sec,
after release from the aircraft, a- which times thL Mach number wu
imately O.7L, 0.91, 1.06 and 1.17 r-ipectively. To c,'-ensate fo,
effcts of changing dynamic pres!ure, the size of the bon&c' unit3
changed; the total impulse of te first bonker was 601b sec, the
and third iwere 1201b see, and the fourth was 1801b sec. In this
maximum amplitude of each disti.rbance was kept below Fbout 160.
these stores were carefully selected with the lowest possible fin
avoid roll-yaw interactions a; high incidence, and to keep the fre
response requirements within the capabilities of the transducers b.
minimizing roll-rates. ?rcm figure I0 it may be seen that the ro
were affected by the bonker impulses which clearly generated quite
transient ro.ling moments.

Round 728 had a straight tapered tail cone (W823 shape) and the
of this store included the first test cf a brnak-up and parachute
being developed to re-covy4r an airborne nose camera. This camera
used in future experime'ts to obtain accurate attitude data by pho
graphing lights on the ground.

Detailed analysis cf the results is discussed in Section 7.4.

Group H :- Parachute recovery trials.

In conjunction with round 728, rounds 729 and 731 were planned
develop the recove- system u-:d aiming technique for the nose came
experiment mentioned abovt. Results obtained in future trials us
this technique will be publined separately later.

7.3.2 Bluff body M55T3 shape

Rounds 751, 752 and 753 of Group I were released from nominally
45000 ft altitude at V = C.?. With c.g. positions at 36.6 and N
percent of tne body length from the nose, rounds 751 and 753 each
static margin Uf app='oximately one calibre for Mach numbers less t
0.85. Boch of these stores had small release disturbances and th
first pea.x amplitudes in pitch were no greater than 3° .  The roll
of round 751 built up erratically to a maximum ' f 0.3c/s (see fig.
and bet'teen 30 and 40 seconds after release an oscillation of abot
amplitude occurred though the remainder of the flight showed no ft
abnorr.al motions. DWring the period of the oscillations the avex
Mach number was 0.95, and at this speed tnere is an abr-pt loss of
stability near zero yaw as shown by the wind tunnel data in figur
It is believed that this accounts for the obser-ved flight behaviol
roird 751. In the case of round 753, the maximum Mach number wat
ard the flight of this store was quite uneventful with the roll rt
increasing steadily to 2.5 c,/s at impact.

For round 752 (c.g. at 455 from the nose) the release disturbar
again small, the maximur Mach number did not exceed 0.93 and the
subsequent flight was quite free from yawing oscillations.

As would be expect zd :rom such flight performances, the impact
deviations for the three bluff body stores indicated good ballist:
consistency Because the bluff body stores suffered only small
disturbances and since none of their yhw induced forces and momen"
large, their flight behavtour was uneventful and insufficiently ii
to justify further instru=ented trials. In addition the body vii
caused by the s,:parated flow from the bluff nose resulted in very
accelerometer records.
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7.4 Results of transient response trials

Analysis of short-period oscillations provided a very useful means of
determining the aerodynamic forces and moments. In the transient response
trials, the method adopted was to study the free oscillations of a bomb
disturbed from its steady flight cor:dition by a bonker fired laterally from a
position aft of the bomb's centre of gravity.

Because wind tunnel tests had shown the existence of marked aerodynamic
nonlinearity, direct measurements of incidence were necessary to ensure that in
the free flight experimen.s nonlinearities would be defined with adequate
accuracy. For this purpose the differential pressure incidence meter mentioned
in Section 7.2.2 was uzd to measure the magnitude and direction of the total
iz.idence vector. Unfortunately, the instrument's dynamic response limited
u.efu tebt conditions to oscillation frequencies below about 10c/s so that it
was not possible to make a direct analysis of Magnus effects since these only
become of Lqasurable size at high roll rates. In order to achieve the accuracy
required in attitude measurement to investigate nonlih*earities in the normal
forces and static restoring moments, roll rates had to be limited to about
I c/s.

7.4.1 Data analysis

The test vehicle instrumentation measured linear acceleration, angle
of attack and roll rate. These measurements, in conjunction with
trajectory data obtaaned from the ground based instruments, then gave
sufficient information to determine complete time histories of the total
aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the test vehicle. A detailed
account of the methods which were used in analysing the flight data may
be found in reference 53 and the following statement is incended merely
to outline the principles involved.

Each test vehicle was fitted with at least 5 accelerometers; one of
these measured the axial force component acting along the X axis and the
others were arranged in pairs at the front and rear to measurd accelera-
tions parallel with the Y and Z body axes. (For definition of body axis
system see Section 6.1.2, and for accelerometer installations see figures
26 to 28). With some test vehicles, extra ac-olerometers of different
sensitivities were added for special measurements. To prevent over-
loading the accelerometers at high roll rates, they were deliberately
installed to be insensitive to spin about the X-axis. With this
arrangement, it was possible to determine the components of linear
acceleration at the vehicle c.g. together with the terms (qr t P), (pq+I)
and (pr - 4) which arose from the rotational velocities and accelerations.
Using the additional knowledge of the observed roll rate p and true air
velocity components u, v and w obtained from trajectory and incidence data,
the rigid body equations of motion were applied to obtain separate
measurements of the angular velocities q and r. Finally, expressions for
the total force and total moment coefficients gere defined as

ma ma
C Y ; C 1 z

Y jp V2 S v2

C [ B -pr) + A pr] / (pV 2 Sd)m

anc. C = [ B (+ pq) - Apq] / (jpV 2 Sd)
n
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where C a-.d C are the total for.e coefficients in directions QY•~ - y z
respectively.

C and C are the total moment coefficients about the Y and Z a
a n

respectively

a and a are linear accelerations at the vehicle's c.g. in diry £

OY and OZ respectively

m is the vehicle mass

A is the vehicle's principal moment of iner'ia about th
X-axis

B is the vehicle's principal mment of inertia about th
and Z axes

S is the maximum body cross section area

d is the maximum body diameter

p, q and r are components of angular velocity about the X, Y ar
axes respectively

u,v and w are components nf true air speed in the X, Y and Z
directions respectively

V is the true air speed

p is the ambient air density and

dot notation indicates differentiation with respect to time.

To interpret the data on total force and moment coefficients it
necessary to correla .e them in time with the correspond-.ng historJ
incidence and Mach number. For this, analyses wore perfoined ovr
selected intervals of time during which the Mach number could be i
constant. In general su:h intervals did not exceed *wo 30cord-s i
resulting change in Mach number remained less than 0.C2. Subseqi
data analysis used to determine the static and dk'.°ic ccmponents
overall force and moment system was based ipon the formulation of
and Synge(25) in whi..h the impli:ations of aermdyneqic symmetry ai
to give express3ions for the various coefficients in series form.
Polynomials in the angle of atta:k 0 and roll orientation angle 1
fitted to the force and cuent :oefficient data by the dethod of
squares.

In general it was found that the measurements of aerodynamic ft
moments could best be represented in the fcllowing wanner :-

(a) Static restoring moment and normal force defined by simil:
expressions of the form :

3,0 - bO3  co +. (d: 3 4 e65) :os 4

(b) Static side mcoent ard side force defined by sinilar expr
of the form :

(dOl + W8 ) sin 4
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(c) Pitch damping moment defined by the expression

(g +he) (q + i r)

where the coefficients a, b, c etc. depend upon Mach number
and spin rate only.

Throughout the analysis, the IBM 790 computer was used wherever
practicable to ensunr the best accuracy in reducing the data. The
overall eccuracy of the technique varied with the dynamic pressure.
Normal force and moment coefficients were measureg with a possiblc error
of about 45 of their values at an incidence of 20 under the flight
conditions at 45000 ft altitude, and at 20000 ft this error was
approximately halved. Because of their relatively small magnitude, the
sidg force and side moment coefficients were determined with a corre3pond-
ingly reduced accuracy and in the best circumstances there were po3sible
errors of up to 15%; in the case of pitch damping the results could only
be classed as qualitative.

7.4.2 Comparisons with wind t-unel data

Comparisons between free flight and wind tunnel measurements of the
variation in normal force with incidence, roll attitude and Mach number
are shown for the M557A body in figure 42 and for the M823 body in figure
43. Correspcrding comparisons of the variation in restoring moment are
also giver in figures 44 and 45.

The correlation between free flig?,t and wind tunnel data on normal
force and restoring moment is in general very good. The only apparent
discrepancy which needs explanation is in the degree of restoring moment
nonlinearity which occurs with the U557A body at low angles of attack at
tramnconic speeds. Nearly all the wind tunnel data shown in figures 42
and 44 for this body were obtained Lsing a sting balance support which was
shown to have a low incidence interference effect on the moment measure-
ments at transonic spceds ("original sting data"), and repeat meas'irements
later with an improv%*d sting support ("modified sting") substantially
reduced this low incid ince interference (wind tunnel results discussed in
detail in Section 6.2). .. The correlation between free flight resUlts and
these later wizid tunnel melhsurements of restoring moment was much better
and is shown in fi'ure 46.

In the case of th:! M823 body with its larger base diameter and
straight tapered tail cone, the problem of sting interference, did not
arise and from figures 43, 45 and 46 it may be seen that very good aSree-
ment was obtained over the full range of measurements. In fact, with
the exception oC datc on the Xr557A body near sonic speed at incidences
below about 60, the difference between wind tunnel and free flight
measurements of .normal force and restoring moment are nowhere greater
than would be expected from instrumentation uncertainty alone.

Because in free flicht the side force and side moment measurements
could have errors of up to, about 15%, figure 47 gives comparisons of
these force and moment coefficients at one incidence only, namel 100.
The results are tyrical of data obtained for incidences up to 15 , and
the free flight r ilts for the two bodies confi.-m that the slight
differences in bod) shmpe have little effect at the higher angles of
attack. Although the exT-'rimental azcuracy of the free flight measure-
ments is not as goo as for "he normal force and restoring moment, overall
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agreement with the wind tunnel data is obtained.
So far as pitch damping is concerned, it was not possible to detf

any incidence dependence from the free flight trials and little can
said of the compvrisons shown in figure 48 other than that a qualitl
agreement is exhibited.

Data on induced rolling muments were obtained from only one test
vehicle in the free flight programme, round 732, which was fitted wi
angular accelerometer ae described in Section 7.3.1. For incldencf

than 170 a polynomial of the form (A04 + B06) sn 4 9 was fitted to
telemetered data in conjunction with simple linear expressions for I
effects of roll damping and fin cant. Although the accuracy of thf
analysis was seriously degradei by a high level of noise ir. the raw
flight data, the comparison with wind tunnel measurements given in I
49 indicates a gccd degree of correlation.

8. COMPUTER STJDIES AND RESULTS

During the early stages of the research programme, when wind tunnel data fi
baeame available, it was not known to what extent the induced rolling moments
side forces and moments would contribute to the overall flight dynamic behavi(
of the bomb test vehicles. Consequently, the basic equations of motion were
originally formulated for solution on the IBM 7090 computer at W.R.E. (54, 55)
th3 purpose of isolating the dominant effects of aerodynamic cross-coupling.
Six degree of freedom solutions were obtained for a craciform finned configurt
assuming rigid body dynamics, and the aerodynamic for:e and moment system was
deliberately simplified by considering that, with the exception cf the inn
components. it contained only linear functions of the total angle of attack.
additicn, Mach number dependence was neglected apart fr.m its effect upon :er
drag. Such simplification was expected to give a better understanding of th(
influence of the cross-coupling terms during a bomb's response to a release d:
ance and during roll-yaw resonance.

Rebults of these initial studies showed qualitative agreeme:t with dynamic
behaviour observed in the full scale flight trials and su1 .eeded in demonstral
the baskc mechanisms of roll lock-in and catastrophic yew. however, subsequf
analyses(56) using the best available aerodynamic data have since indicated tl
nonlinearity in the static restoring moment can substan'iay modify the dy.ar
behaviour. In this more recent work, formulation of the mathematical model i
based on the method of Cohen and erner(57) -ho have _sed the unimodular quat(
to define angular coordanates rather than the commonly chosen Eulerian angles.
explained in reference 57, use 1,f the quaternion avoids the singilaz-ity which
in Eulerian expressions ncar the vertical, where large truncation errors may I
introduced by the integration process.

A su;mary of the results obtained from Godale's studies is given in the
follow.r.g sections where flight dyramic effe:tt are, described for both high
low inciden:e behaviour of the streamllned .od. In the absence of approprit
wind tunnel data it has nct yet been possibla to include Magrtme forces and mot
so that the analyses have been limited to flight conditions for which such te
are negligible. However, ful- er studies will be made "if Magnus data become
available. Finally, it should be mentioned that throuthout his work aood.le
assmed the side forces and moments and iruced rollins m(ments to vary sinus(

S" with roll orientation of the total incidence ".e,.tor instead of reproducing exi
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the approximately sinusoidal shapes shown in figures 13, 1 6 and 18. The maximum
,amplitudes were of course matched in each case.

8.1 Response to the release disturbance

During the flight trials the initial release disturbance was a nose up
pitching motion with a first peal amplitude of about 200. This motion was
caused by the 'dr-f~ow in the Canberra bomb-tay; the type of airflow in the
Canberra bomb-bay is well known(58) and in the computer studies it was simulated
mathematically by assuming that prior to release the bomb was subject to an
upwash at the nose and downwash at the tail. The upwash and downwash were
taken to be of equal magnitude and to decrease linearly with distance fallen by
tne Domo so tnat ar a depth of' two ca0iores below the bomb-slip, the flow had
completely straightened. The flow angles assumed were chosen to give pitch
response,- similar ti those observed in the trials and it was found the measured
variat ion in first peak amplitude with change in static margin could be auite
adequately reproduced by using an initial upwttsh and downwash angle of 8 . All
of the trial releases were made with fins at 450 to the vertical and figure 50
compares the theoretically determined first peak amplitudes of the responses
Witn the c'served values for c.g. positions between 47 and 57% of the body
length from the nose.

The theoretical curve of figure 50 is based upon average propertic3 of
173 slugft 2 for the bomb's transverse moment of inertia, 5.9 slugft 2 for inertia
in roll and a weight of 8651b, in conjunction with aerodynamic restoring
moment data for incidences up to 400 obtained from the U.S. Naval Orinance
Laboratory. Experimental values are identified by the appropriate round
numbers. It is interesting to note the extremely r pil increase in flrit peak
awplitude as the a.g. is moved progressively zearwaru. Ultimat(ly a t iditio,
is rached at c.g. positions near 57%whert the forward centre of press re mov
ment e iring the first upward swing of' the bomb nose leads to a complete loI-s o
static stability so that the bomb topples. Restoring moment data presented in
figure 6(a) clearly indicate that this toppling effoct will be most prono-..Iced
for angles of attack in planes at 450 to the fins where stalling occurs at
at ,ut 20". In addition to correlating the fir:t peak amplitude, it was
necessar" that the simulated release disturbance shoul. provide a repr-esentative
me,:hanism for the growth of induced aerodynamic forces and moments with
incidence. This requirement has also been satisfied by app]ying the concept
of' varying upwash and downwash in the bomb-bay.

A series of mathematical model studies was carried out to examine the
flight dynamic '.ehaviour during response to the release disturbance and to
detcrnine what coirbinations of fin cant and c.g. position %ould be likely to
initiate catastro)phic yaw. These studies included both the X557A and X823
bodies and, as would be ex-)ected for large amplitude motions, there was no
detectable difference in general performance of the two configurationz.
Releases in planes with fins at 0, 22' ° and 450 to the ve.tical were considervd

in conjunction with fin cants of C, 1, 1, 1, 2 and 3 degrees for c.g. positions
raing from LS tc 62% of the body length f rom the nose.

For the c-.se of releases with fins initially at 450 to the p: m of disturb-
ance, ficur. 51 illustrates the theoretical boundaries of dynamic behaviour
which were s--tabiished by computer calculations with many different combir.nations
of fin cant and e.g. position. Configurations tested in the free flight trials
progr..me are identified by the round numbers and with only three exceptions the
predic'ed patterns of behaviour agreed quite closely with those observed. Thus,
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each of rounds 703, "706, 707 and 713 with c.g. positions further al U.:n
toppled due to atatic instability at high incidence; whereas all of the r
with c.g. at between 50 and 52% simply exhibited a tendency to increasing
during the first pitch oscillations bvt in every case these rounds recover
before the Aotion developed into catastrophic yaw. Typical reaponse: coaq
to show the effect of increasing fin -ant are given in figures 52(a), (b)
c). Free flight rounds 708 and 715 are also examples of this - although

they recovered from the release disturtance (as described in Section 7.3.1
yawing motion induced by an initial period of roll lock-in caused their
ballistic accuracy to be unsatisfactory. Figure 52(d) is a typical compu
response showing a divergent motion fcr a configuration in the region of
catastrophic yaw. Finall , for c.g. positions forward of 49%the first p
amplitude was less than 16 so that the response remained virtually free f
cross-coupling effects and this condition was well demonstrated by rounds
and 723 - figures 53 are sample wing tip camera records of the observed
release disturbances.

For a given static margin canted fin designs appear to be more prone to
instability at release than those with straight fins. The mechanism of t
instedility is as follows. On release the disturbance given to the bomb
in a rlane passing through zerc incidence; this plane is usually vertical
(i.e. the pitch plane) or very near to it. If the fins are canted the bot
immediately begins to roll out of a symmetrical attitude relative to the p
disturbance and !!con has an attitude causing an induced side moment as wel
the direct restoring moment, and the bomb yaws as well as pitches. Bicau
of the symmetry of the bomb, the frequency of this yaw oscillation will be
same as the pitch but the two components will be out of phase and the dist
ance will no longer be planar. By the time the bomb has reached its firs
maximum zitch after re.eas it. onn hAve enough y-= and rolling velocity fo
roll lock-in to occur. The corresponding bomb with nominally straight fi
will usually start to roll very much more slowly if at all (though a bomb
released fror. an asymnmetrical position such as under a swept wing can rece
some rolling moment), it will be acted upon by mu,'h smaller induced side
forces and hence its pitching tend, to remain uniplanar and be more likely
damp tut before the bomb receives any significant yaw.

The three rounds which gave unexpected results were numbers 712, 726 a.
732. 0g these rounds 712 was predicted to give a first peak amplitude of
about 23 but it toDpled. This is not surprising because with the very I
static margin which the round had only small changes in the gisturbig
impulses are needed to topple or push it to tne predicted 23 of pitch.
sequently, it was not considered worthwhile to carry out further trials us
c.g. positions near 541 and only later did the computer studies produce th
results on which figure 51 is based. The figure shows that unfortunately
there was no frme flight round in the region of catastrophic yaw.

In the case of round1s 726 and 732, these exhibited abnormal rolling
behaviour at hirh incidence du-ing the fi.-st few seconds of fall which cou
not be ex-plaind on the basis of the available induced rolling moment data
iSections 7.3.1 snd 7.4-2). The measured and predicted roll rates for ro
726 are compared in fig6ure 54. Because this vehicle was not fitted with
a:celerometer, dire.t anayysis of the rolling moments was not possible and
attempts .were made to reproduce the observed rolling and yawing motions wi
computer using the A.R.A. wind tunnel data and free flight measured roll r
as input. In this way it was possible to produre a simulated yawing moti
with the effects of rolling moments arbitrarily introduced to match those
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actually experienced. A comparison of the resulting predicted motion with the
reasured flight response is given in figure 55 which indirates a very high
degree of .urr-f]ation. From this analysis it was inferred that the major
difference between wind tunrl and full scale observations occurred in the
results for induced rolling moments and that otherwise the agreement appeared
to be very good. Results for round 732 generally confirm those of round 726
in that agreement betOween wind tunnel and free flight data for the Pnduced
rolling moments could oniy !a obtained at incidences below about 17 -

Although it has not yet been po.i.ible to obtain a full understanding of the
rolling behaviour at large angles of attack it is xnov*- that vortices shed from
the bomb body can induce strong rolling moments if they pass in close proximity
to the stabilising fins(59,60). A series of small scale smoke tunnel tests(61)
was therefore carried out at W.R.E. to provide some knowledge of the position
and nature of such vortices ior the M82; body. In general, these tests con-
firmed the existence of a symmetric vortex pair as would be inferred from the
cyclic variation of the induced rolling moments shown in figure 18. However,
a gondition of flow asymmetry set in abruptly when the incidence exceeded about
45 . giving rise to a wake pattern somewhat resembling a Karman vortex street.
The sequence of photographs in figure 56 clearly indicates the wake behaviour.
Vortex flows of this kind are subject to scal8 effect, and it has been estimated
that the flow change which was observed at 4 incidence in the smoke tunnel
tests would be expected to occur at about 25 incidence under full scale
conditions at 25000 ft altitude and I = 0.5. This type of flow change could
well account for the abnormal rolling behaviour of rounds 726 and 732, and
although such evidence is Ly no means conclusive, it is considered sufficient
to justify further flow investigations up to the maximum Reynolds' numbers.

Summarising the examination of response to the release disturbance, it is
evident that rearward movement of the bomb's c.g. enhances the susceptability to
catastrophic yaw. As the static margin decreases, the maximum angles of attack
after release from the aircraft increase and at these greater angles of incidence
the induced side and rolling moments rapidly increase in relative importance.
Hence catastrophic yaw is most likely to be initiated by disturbances occurring
in planes at 450 tc the fins where the static restoring moment for cruciform
configurations is lowest and falls off most rapidly with increasing incidence.
Furthermore, for practical values of fin cant (up to about 20) the dangers of
catastrophic yaw are again increased as greater fin cants are applied. However,
it should be emphasized that the studies outlined above refer tc release disturb-
ances which caused responses of approximately 20 ° initial amplitude. If these
disturbances had been smaller, the region of catastrophic yaw shown in figure 51
would be ccrrespondingly reduced.

8.2 Dynamic behaviour at low incidences

When the existence of a small region of static instability near zero yaw at
high subsonic and transonic Mach numbers had been confirmed by both. wind turnnel
and free flight measurements on the M557A body, it was feared that this
characteristic might well degrade the bomb's ballistic consistency, because
under such conditions an appreciable trimmed incidence could be achieved during
flight, even in the absence of small configurational asymmetries. Fur-thermcre,
the magnitude of trimmed incidence would be very sensitive to the bomb's c.g.
position. Releaze conditions for the stores listed in group B of table 1 were
therefore changed to 25000 ft at M = 0.5 so that the effects of aerodynamic non-
lirearity at low incidence could be examined more closely; these release
conditions gave higher dynamic pressures during the critical part of thb
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trajectories. In conjunution with these trials a series rf trajectoriet
computed to investigate theoretically how the impact deviation would be i
with and without the presence of configurational asymmetry. Only one c.
position was considered, namely 51. 7% from the nose, and the influence of
various fin cants was examined using the A.R.A. wind tunnel (modifie-d sti
data as input. The results of this investigation are presented below wt
should be noted that all trajectories are based upin conditions of zero
disturbance at release.

8.2.1 Effect of static instability near zero yaw with no fin-body misalii

Flight dynimic behaviour of a symmetric bomb was computed for fJ
of 00, 1/100, o, 'o and 1O.  Configurations with fin cants of sei
0.10 locked in with a trimmed incidence vector of approximately 30
lay in a plane close to that containing one pair of fins. Conseqt
the effects of induced rolling moments were almost negligible and I
frequency of the resultant lunar motion approached the roll rate as
determined by fin cant alone. For fin canta of *o, 0 and I' the
again trimmed at an angle of approximately 3 arA rolled at a rate
determined by the fin cant but in these cases the bomb did not loc)

Computed impact deviations from the particle trajectory are give
table 2. As would be expected, a large deviation occurred under t
condition of lock-in if the fin cant Was identically zero and the
rate exceedingly low. With even very small fin cants of 1/1 0 ) or
however, the biasing affect of lock-in was largely eliminated by tk
but steady roll rate (0.2c/s for 1/100 cant) and the rGsultant devJ
was considerably reduced. In the case of fin cants ranging from J
further large deviations were obtained and in all cases impact ocot
at a range in excess of the particle trajectory, and to the left.

From these investigations it is apparent that the flight benavic
low incidence falls into two categories determined by the magnitudc
the fin cant. For fin cants below a critical value (approximatel3
it is possible for the corresponding roll exciting torques to be ba
by small induced rolling moments which are generated at angles of t
less than about 50 (see figure 19). Furthermore, with the exister
static instability near zero ysw, incidences are developed which, I
small. are sufficient to cause roll lock-in, particularly if there
fin-body misalignment to establish a preferred plane of trimmed inc
Under those conditions the fixed orientation of the trimmed incider
governed by the talance of rolling moments and the bomb barrel roll
rate determined by the fin cant, consequently: the biasing effect c
is averaged out and the resulting ballistic dis ersion is small.
fin cants above the eritical value of about 0.1 , the induced rolli
moment!, at angles of attack less than 50 can no longer match those
fin cant and so cannot cause roll lock-in, and because the trimmed
incidenze vector which results from the small region of static ir.s
has no preferred plane in the missile body, its roll orientation ir
is determined by the balance between the static rnstoring moment ar
pitch damping moment due to curvature of the flight path. As a rc
the bomb spins at a yaw of repose which is effectively increased b3
amount equal to the trimmed incidenme, and the lift force so gener
causes the missile to "kite" or "float" above the particle trajectc
At the same time, gyroscopic effects cause the trajectory to reer t
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the right or left according to the direction of' spin.
Although the computer studies clearly confirmed that static instability

near zero yaw could seriously 0 degrade the ballistic performance of a bomb
with cant angles from I to 1 , the deviations predicted to arise from
this cause were considerably greater than would be inferred from the trials
results. The reason ftr this discrepancy was largely revealed by data
obtained from round numbers 724, 725, 726 and 732 (see Sectior. 7.3.1).
These stores exhibited dynamic behaviour at low incidence very closely
resembling that predicted for a sy-mmetric bomb, but their trimmed
incidence was smaller than the value predicted on t.Ae basis of the A.R.A.
tunnel data and it abruptly vanished for speeds greater than X = 0.90.
This behaviour was consistent with the free flight measurements of restor-
ing moment presented in fig-ure 46 which indicate that th' region of static
instability near zero incidence is somewhat smaller than that shown by
the wind tunnel data and it vanishes earlier, at M = 0.90. Since the
bomb was flying at these Mach numbers for much of the time, in the
trajectory predictions the increase in range caused by "float" was sub-
stantially over-estimated.

Figures 57 (a), (b) and (c) show th, quality of agreement obtained
between the measured and predicted roll r&tes for round numbers 716, 709
and 708 resp~ctively, with the predictions based upon 0a fin-body misalign-
ment of 0.02 . Thbse vehicles had fin cants of 0.17 , 0.440 and 1.41
and during response to the release disturbance their roll histories were
clearl.1r very sensitive to initial conditions which could not be reproduced
identically on the computer. In the case of rounds 716 and 709 effects
of fin camber were also indicated by a sudden loss of roll acceleration
when transonic speeds were first reached a little after 20 3ec from
release. Since fin camber was generally quite small such effects were
not included in the mathematical model studies, otherwise the rolling
behaviour at low incidence was adequately simulated. The sudden loss of
roll rate between 12 and 15sec after release predicted for round 716 (see
firu-- 57(a)) was caused by a transient condition of roll lock-in at low
incidence. Such an occurrence is critically dependent upon the extent cf
static instability near zero incidence and predictions of this particular
motion require extremely accurate aerodynamic data. Clearly this
behaviour was not experienced in the flight of round 716.

e.2.2 Effe:t of fin-body misalignment

The effect of side moment and induced rolling moment upon the magnitude
and orientation of the trim vector in rolling flight was examined by
Chadwick(55) for an idealised case in which the normal fcrce and static
restoring moment were assumed to be linear functions of the angle of
attack. It was shown that sustained resonance could occur even under the
neon-steady conditions prevailing during the fall of a bomb. In particular
the destabilising influeace of the side moment was highlighted in its
association with the direction of the trim vector in rolling flight. It
was furt.er demonstrated that the roll rate, and hence the plane of the
trim vector in rolling flight, was significantly influenced by iniuced
rolling moments, giving rise to such effects as roll speed-up, roll lock-
in and roll break-out, all of which have been observed ir. actual flight
trials. 7haLs orientation of the rolling trim vector appeared to be a
dcsinant factor in determining the dyncmic stability of a bomb's yawing
motion.
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Against this background of information a broader assessment of th
effect of missile asymmetry upon dynamic behaviour and impact deviat
was undertaken with trajectory computations arbitrarily based on mis
ment of ' between the fin and body axes oriented in planes at 0 , 2

and 67 successivoly fror. a fin. A single release condition f
ft at. of 678 ft/swas studied for configurations with f

cants of O, 1 a and 10 at each orientation of the misalignme
Results of the assessment including brief descriptions of the dynami
behaviour predicted ix each trajectory are given in table 3 which cl
shows deviations generally much greater than those observed in the f
flight trials with c.g. at 51.75 from the nose.

It is interesting to note that with a fin-body misalignment of o
trimmed incidence vector immediately had a preferred plane in the bo
and the floating effect whIch was exhibited by the symmetric bomb ra
occurred. Fin cants of I gave trajectories with the smallest devi
and in all other instances the deviations were 9xcessige and showed
tendency to be greatest for fin cnts betyeen I. and I- when the mis
alignment was in the plane of a fin. For the research te8 t vehicle
measured fin-body misaligriw-nt averaged approximately 0.02 . Traje
computations repeated with this value indicated that the dynamic
behaviour reverted to that of a symmetric missile as described in th
previous section.

From the results conta:.ned in tables 2 and 3, which were computed
the condition of zero release disturbance, at first sight it appears
in terms of ballistic performance there is little to choose between
symmetric missile and one which has a substantial misalignment betwe
the fin and body axes. In general, the former configuration tends -

over-shoot to about the same extent that the latter falls short; th
magnitude of impact deviations being influenced almost equally by th
effects of float in one case and resonance in the other. However,
equality is largely coincidental and is critically dependent upon th
degree of aerodynamic nonlinearity near zero yaw and ne data of tab
2 and 3 are only relevant to a bomb having a small region of static
stability at low incidence. Had this region and the static trim
incidence been eliminated by an appropriate change in c.g. position,
the tendency to float exhibited by the symmetric mis-ile would no lo
occur and its ballistic performance would be mari:edly improved, but
same would not be true for the bomb with tail misalignment. In thi
case the effects of resonance are not removed because the misalignme
provides an alternative way of sustaining a trimmed incidence and
although the balintic performance may be improved it will not match
of the symmetric bomb. At subsonic speeds the M557A configuration
hap pens to have a centre of pressure position at zero incidence clos
507 from the nose so that the region of static instability for small
angles of attack is very sensitive to movements in c.g. about the 50
station. Inability to define this aerodynamic nonlinearity with
sufficient accuracy has been a limiting factor in the prediction of
ballistic dispersion.
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9. CONCLUSTO S AND RECOXEM"DATIONS

Befo-e drawing specific conclusions from the results of the research programme,
it is important to emphasize how the use of modern high speed digital computing
facilities significantly influenced the conduct and analysis of the aerodynamic
experiments. Thus, it has been demonstrated that with quite modest airborne
instrumentation and the aid of a digital computer, it was feasible to apply curve
fitting techniques to very large quantities of flight data, making it possible to
obtain detailed information on the aerodynamic force and moment system of a test
vehicle. The results of such full scale analyses were then available for direct
comparison with wind tunnel measurements. Furthermore, by programming the rigid
body equaticns of motion on a digital computer and using wind tunnel data as input,
missile behaviour could be predicted over simulated trajectories for subsequent
correlation with the observed flight trial performances. In this way an
additional check was imposed upon the underlying theory of flight dynamics.

Although it was not possible to obtain completely equivalent motion histories
of flight behaviour in every case, th predicted motions showed good qualitative
a.rcen.:nt with reality. This difficulty stemmed from the complicating effects of
aerodynamic nonlinearity and inco-plete knowledge ot' true initial corditions in the
disturbed flow field around the aircraft. Instances of anomalous behaviour were
observed only at large angles of attack for which it was shown that the wind tunnel
data did not always properly represent full scale flight conditions or when too
great a simplification of wind tunnel data was made. Consequently, within the
limits of experimental accuracy and scope of the research programme no reason was
found to doubt the validity of the ba sic theory of quasi-steady aerodynamics.
One of the main objectives of the research programme has therefore been ac-hieved,
namely, to establish validity of the mathematical mode and so demonstrate that
the effectiveness of any particular missile configuration may be adequately
predicted using only wind tunnel and digital computer fecilities.

9.1 Flight dynamics and ballistic consistency

Results obtained from the flight trials, 4nd confirmed my mathematicl model
studies, have clearly indicated that che dynamic behaviour of a streamlined fir
stabilised bomb falls into two basic classes. The first of these is associated
with flight at large angles of attack where separated flow phenomena have a
dominating influence, and the second class refers to flight at small "as of
attack when the bomb may be subject to such adverse effects as roll-ya%
resonance and centre of pressure movement with small incidence changes.

In the case of bluff body shapes, at subsonic speeds flow separttion takes
place at the nose leaving the afterboUy submerged in a completely separated
wake, so that the influence of body vortices is substantially reduced and there
is relatively little centre of pressure movement with incidence. Since the
drag-weight ratio of the bluff body stores'limited trials of this shape to
subsonic flight conditions the resulting dynamic behaviour was quite uneverntful.
Consequently the following remarks are concerned more particularly with
behaviour of the streamlined configuration. In general, large amplitude yawir.g
motions were found to be either initiated directly by external disturbances
which occurred during the release phase or indirectly by the onset of some
undesirable dynamic condition such as resonance or Magnus instabil.ty. T.'ere
motions of the former kind were concerned it was necessary to show how to
determine whether the bomb would recover from the disturbance, 'and for th-
second type of motion criteria were required covering low incidence behaviour
to ensure thAt large yawing aplitudes would not be developed.
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At high angles of attack nonlinear variation of the rmstoring moment
incIdence may .,ause :omplete los, of static stability for a bomb which
wise behaves quite satisfactorily. This problem is associated with fl
stalling which can lead to toppling at release if the disturbance impos
the aircraft is excessive or if the bomb has too little static margin a
incidence. For cruciform fin configurations 0 the tendency to topple is
greatest for angles of attack in planes at 45 to the fins where the re
moment is nt a minimum. A further source of trouble steins from the ra
gruwth of induced rolling moment with angle of attack. This moment is
particular significance during -sponse to the release disturbance beca
is capable of balancing the tomb's rolling motion so that the roll rate
in at the nutation frequency leading to catastrophic yaw. Hence, for
practicable design the problem of bomb stability cannot be entirely sep
from the problem of its disturbance on rlease from an aircraft and to
stability of weapons it may be essential rather than desirable to be ab
control this disturtance to some extent. The &ignificance of the effec
pitch amplitude upon the stability of a bomb during its response to the
disturbance has only been fully realised within the last year or two.
Previously, dispersion caused by the release disturbance had been attri
inconsisterny of the disturbance itself. This fact highlights the nee
better knowledge of the way that rolling moments induced by combined pi
roll increase at high angles of attack since the more rapidly they incr
the more necessary it is to limit release disturbance.

Once a bomb has recovered from the release disturbance the ballistic
performance over the subsequent trajectory is determined by its ability
continue flying at or near zero incidence. During this phase of fligh
main problems are to avoid roll-yaw resonance 'ihich occurs when the rol
approaches the same value as the natural pitching frequency, and to avo
rates high enough to cause Magnus instability. In the resonant condit
small trim angle resulting from configuratinal or mass asymmetry is .-a
amplified to a considerable angle (,f attack, thereby increasing the bom"
susceptibility to roll lock-in and catastrophic yaw. Another problem
flight at small angles of attack is caused by nonlinear variations in s
restoring moment which can create a sall region of static instability
zero yaw. A bomb wi.h th~s characteristic flies at a trimmed incidenco
determ-xned by the legree of aerodynamic nonlInearity, even in the absen
small conf:guraional asymmetries, and furthermore, the magnitude of th
trlmmed incidence is sensitive to the bomb's c.g. position. If delibe
fin Ant is applied to generate roll rates greater than the natural pit.
frequency the ballistic consistency may be seriously degraded.

9.2 New :cncept for ballistic trials

Since it has been shown that the stability problem is associated sep.
with fliGht conditions at either hi. or low angles of attack, the requ.
Cor a bomb to have good ballistic consistency and acceptably small dispf
may be sunmarised in the following general terms :-

(a) T7 release distarbance should be Kept within reasonable lim:

(b) The bomb should have enough static stability to recover quid)
from the release disturbance.

(c) The bomb should remain free from adverte roll-yaw interactioi
r its fall.

(d) The roll rates should not be high enough to cause Magnus inst
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Once these conditions are satisfied the assessment of any new bomb design may

be based primarily on determining the susceptibility to roll-yaw interaction
which ie now considered to be directly responsible for "rorue" behaviour in
otherwiso good bombs. It is maintained that considerable improv-menti can be

made on the old method of end point ballistic trials in which dispersion is
determined statistically from a relatively large number of trials, and rogue
bombs identified as those deviating significantly from the mean. Thus if roLl

histories are measured, the additional information provides a more sensitive'
irication of ballistic performance because it can not only be seen whether a
bomb has locked-in at the nutation frequency but also it :dn be determined h~w

closely a resonant condition was approached or how quickly it w.us traversed.
With a smaller nuirber of bombs therefore, a better estimate can be obtained of
the likelihood of badly behaved bombs occurring in further samples. Although
it may be difficult to interpret resonant conditions in cases where aerodynamic
nonlinearity causes the natural pitching freq:ency of a bomb to be amplitude
dependent, in general, if roll-yaw interaction is severe enough to produ:e a

significan deviation at impact then it will inevitably show an anomaly in the
corresponding roll history.

The new concept for ballistic trials outlined above has been tested
successfully by linking the 281b practice bomb(32) and 1000 lb N.I. bomb(33)
baLlistic trials with tne R.A.E./W.R.E. research programme. In these trials
it was shown that aircraft bomb-bay and wing-tip cameras gave a. adequate
covcrage of the bomb's response to the release disturbance and that for bombs
of the 1 000 lb size it was quite easy to obtain roll histories simply by paint-
ing patterns on the bomb and analybing ground based cine camera records.
Because it was too small for optical tracking in daylight thS 281b practice
bomb was fitted with a bright light visible through onl) 180 of its circum-
ference and the trials conducted at night.

9.3 Aerodynamic aspects of bomb design practice

The ultimate aim in designing a bomb is to devise a configuration which is

capable of maintaining adequate ballistic corsistenc3 over the range of flight
conditions determined by its operational requirement; this implies that the
weapon should recover quickly from the release disturbance and remain free from
adverse roll-yaw interaction dur.ng its fall.

Factors wl ich mu.*t be considered in avoiding instability during response to
the release disturbane involve three mutually interacting terms: namely static
stability, fin cant and size of' the initial external disturbance. Figure 50
shows typical effects of static stability upon the first peak amplitude of a
bomb's response to a specific release disturbance. Here it may be seen that
sevrity of the response increases steadily as the static stability is reduced
until a condition is reached at which the fins stall and the bomb topples.
Thus the choice of static margin must be linked with considerations of the
expected release disturbance unless the requirements for aircraft release
characteristics are such that a limit can be assumed on the magnitude of this

disturbance angle. Th" additional effects of fin cant upon dynamic behaviour
of a bomb during the release phase are ir~dicated by the stability boundaries
shown in figure 51 for the low drag bomb blody released from the Canberra bomb-
bay. A significant fact illustrated by this figure is that there is a

forwardmcst c.g. position beyond which the amplitude of the disturbance angle
is too smal to cause roll lock-in and catastrophic yaw because the induced
rolling moment is not significant up to such angles of attack. F 8 r a low draf
configuration this critical angle of attack is apparently about 20 , and if
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response to the release disturbance could be kept below this value the
of dynamic instability for a bomb would be greatly reduced. When fin
applied the danger of catastrophic yaw at release is seriously enhanced
angles of attack greater than about 20 (Section 8.1) n..u it would requ
cant angles in excess of 30 to preclude all possibility of roll lo:k-in
Under such conditions spin rates generated later in flight would inevit
introduce problems associated wit Magnus instability. Consequently,
limitation can be placed upon the magnitude of the release disturbance,
adverse roll-yaw interaction during this phase can best be min'mised by
maintaining the fin cant below about 1o, and nominally zero cant would
optimum.

During its fall the roll history of a bomb is largely determined by
effective mean cant angle of its fins. Whether these are deliberately
to spin the bomb quickly through resonance with relatively little trans
disturbance or whether the fins are nominally straight to keep the roll
below the pitch frequency; manufacturing tolerances on the fins will t
important and fin designs cannot be decided upon without knowledge of w
manufacturing standards are feasible for the type of weapon. Bad fins
reduce the roll rate of a canted design and cause it to pass too slowly
resonance or they can give an unintentional roll rate to a straight fir
ard accelerate it slowly up to the dangerous resonance region. In eit
stability trials of full scale production weapons are only meaningful I
is taken of the likely random variation of effective fin cant angles d
manufacturing asymmetries. It is difficult to devise inspection routi
which will give measurements which :an be interpreted in terns of equiv
fin cant angles to the accuracy needed with any confidr'ncc. Therefore
full scale check on stability is to have much meaning it must include e
bomb trials to assess the variation in roll rate due to these errors ir
cant cn at least a limited statistical basis.

9.4 Bomb design orocedure

On the basis of the results of the stability research programme sugf
can now be made for bomb design procedure. Tibally, before making an)
regarding the external shape of a weapon experkmental measurements woul
of all possible aerodynamic derivatives for the suggested design alterr
full six-degrees-of-freedom computations would be made of the bomb's mc
following all possible disturbances, and these results would then be cl
full scal6 trials. This would take many months or even years and in I
decisions have to be taken on a much simpler basis to be confirmed as .
possible afterwards by a more thorough investigation. For example, ir
limitations for internal and external carriage on oeveral aircraft are
to lead to several alternative weapon design schemes for each of which
estimate of c.g. limitations and fin sizes are needed. The different
may give alternative limits on length, body diameter and span, there mi
the choice between bluff short layouts for internal carriage only or Ic
layouts taking more space but also suitable for external carriage, thoi
alternative warheads, there may be effects of store size on aircraft di
speed and range to be considered, and so on. Detailed investigation (
conceivable motion for each alternative configuration is not possible v
the time-scale, and wind tunnel testing of even one or two layouts may
long in model makirg and testing. The need in preliminary project esl
is for fairly quick simple methods, which may not be absolutOly accura

V- which can be relied upon to provide an adequate basis for design so thl
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minor modifications are subsequently required when thorough invtstigations have
confirmed the preliminary studies.

As a first step it is suggested that the choice of tail size be based upon
static stability which can be estimated fairly simply and reliably. Dynmic
stability derivatives in a particular case are neiti.er so easily or reliably
estimated. Though there is no general theoretical relationship between the
static and dynamic derivatives of bombs, the basic similarity between almost all
bomb designs ensures that in practice they are not unrelated. Nearly all
bombs are heavy bodies with their c.j. at 35% to 45% of the total body length
stabilisod by fins at the end of comparatlvely long moment arms, the fins
producing about 7C% to 80 of he total lift. Most of both the static restor-
ing moment and the pitch damping come from -he tail and increasing one also
increases the other. If bombs are divided into two groups (low drag and bluff)
on the basis of whether or not the arflow separates completely from the bomb
nose there is fair correlation in eaLh group between static stability and pitch
damping, and static stability alone can be used as a first rough guide to
stability. Computations undertaken in the R.A.E./*.R.E. research programme
and past experience suggests that the minimum static margin to avoid any
instability at release is likely to be about 12% to 15% of body length as body
fineness ratio changes from about 8:1 to 6:1. For example, in one set of over
90 complete motions computed for the low drag research vehIcle with static
margins of 0.5 and 0.75 calibres and fin cants up to 1.750, the release disturb-
ance degenerated into complete instability in 23 case3; out of 90 more computed
motions with i calibre static margin, only one case of inatability was found.
In addition, the estimated pitch frequency corresponding to the chosen tativ
margin must be checked for roll resonance down critical specimen trajectories.
With an experimental or estimated spanwise lift distribution for the fin, roll
acceleration and limiting roll rates can be estimated and histories of roll rate
and pitch frequency down the tra.lectories should be compared. Experience
suggests that after making allowance for all effects such as possible fin cant
variations due to manufacturing asymmetries, variations in pitch frequency due
to Mach ,,umber etc., the roll rate should never be allowed to stPay within 2%
of the pitch frequency. In addition, after estimating from past results the
maximum rolling moment due to combined pitch and roll attitude and also the
likely pitch frequencies end dampirg, it should be shown that with (say) a 20'
limit on initial maximum pitch the rolling moments due to possible fin cants
plus those which could be induced by combined pitch and roll cannot force the
roll rate up to a value near the pitch frequency within the time taken for the
initial disturbance to damp down to not more than 1O of pitch.

It is thought that these investigations are enough for a reliable first
guide to adequate stability. It 0ust be emphasised however that they are
limited and do not pretend to core with any unexpected nonlinearities - for
example. with any loss of fin etfectiveness die to flow separations on the bomb
tail cone, with large changes in pitch damping in the transonic region, etc.
The investigations for the selected configuration need backing up as soon as
possible by experimental checking of the aerodynamic derivatives and by full
computation of the weapon's response to any likely disturbance.

A final and possibly much later stage would be some full scale checking of
the wind tunnel and computational results. Under normal circumstances these
full scale stability trials would also be used for drag and dispersion measure-
ments for aiming data and this might affect detailed trials specifications.
The stability information that would be sought from these trials would be
confirmation thal the roll rates of production weapons stayed below the expected
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limits or built up in the expected way (because of the difficulty in i;
for manufacturing asymmetries to define the equivalent fin cant angles
to the required Accuracy), and confirmation that some typical large di.
damped out as predicted. It is iot suggested that very extensive f'il
stability tri-1a are desirable - there are so many possible release i.
in terms of combinations of initial pitching, yawing and rolling motioi
could be forced on the weapon that full scale trials can at best only
recovery from a small proportion. The most rational approach is to u
computer to investigate all the permutations of possible initial motio
rely on full scale trials only as a check on tite accuracy of a few selo
predictions.

9.5 Further research

.Although the joint R.A.E./.R.E. research Drogramme has been closel:
related to bombs the rejults obtained have a considerable baaring upon
uther aerodynamically stabili3ed missiles such as mortar shells and un,
rockets. Furthermor., much inteiest has been stimul.ted by the 6ood 1
tions achieved between the results of wind tunnel tests carried out urx
va.z'ing conditions in different countries, and between wind turnel arki
scale free flight meaure'ments of aerodynamic coefficients.

So far as fixed cr..ciform fin stabilisation is concerned significan"
discrepancies between wind tunnel and full scale measurements were )bs,
only for rolling behaviour of the streamlined bomb -t large angles of i
and low spin rates. This flight condition was found to be greatly in:
by vorties shed from the bomb body which induced strong rolling momen"
they passed in close proximity to the stabili3.ng fias. Preliminary J
visualisation studies showed the existence of a critical angle oC atta
which the separated vortical flow about the bomb body suddenly became i
It is to be expected that iuch changes in flow chracteristics would bt
accompanied by large and sudden changes in rolling zinment as were cbse:
some of the flight trials. Because these flows are sensitive to ncalf
it is extremely difficult to make accurate predit.tions from wind t'r..ne.
obtained under these ccnditi ns and further fall 3cal-. measurements ar
required. For this purpose It is proposed to construct a five-compont
strain-gaugc balance for in-fl.4ht measurement of the aerodynamic forct
moments en complfte cruciform tail units on some of the remaining vehit
It is also suggested that wind tunnel flow visu&Iisation studies be ex,
the highest possible Reynolds' numbers.

Theoretical investigations of both split skirt and free spinning ta:
-tabilising devices are currently being made at W.R.E. with the object
providing background information for the ultimate conduct of free flig
The U.S. wind tunnel tests nave already shown that split skirt corfigu
almost completely eliminate the cross-coupling effects of yaw-induced i
moments, end this design appears to be effective as a stabiliser for e:
corventional ballistic bomb, or a retarded bomb, or possibly a guided I
(by aifferential opening of the stalilisers). The advantages of spli
stabilisers over the simpler fixed cruciform fins are in offerir. the 1
of G'-eater tac:ical flexibility within a single weapon design, and in I
very compact, low drag zhape when the skirts are closed for carria ..

Free spinning taila offer the advantages of a reduction in Magnus el
and ivA a high roll acceleration at release withou* developinZ excess:
rates in later flight. They may also permit the use of a noroplane cc
tion with only two fins instead of a cruciform tail, giving obvious adi
in aircraft installation.

UICLASSIFIED
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Recently, three free flight experiments on free spinning tails were succesa-
fully conducted using the M823 tody shape and a further six instnunented bomb
test vehicles have been iet aside for tests of the split skirt and spinning
monoplane tail designs. In wupporting the free fligt work, considerable
effort has been devoted t) the improvement of transducer calibrating techniques;
an airborne camera and ler.s system has also been developed to increase the
accuracy of missile attitude m"asurements. Results of this additional work
will be published later.
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TABLN 2

STIEAX MTVACT DIYIATIONS Din ro LOW INCIDENCE INsTABnITT

(RELL',SK 25000 PT, VELOC"TT 509 rT''S, NO DIr.1MTLANCI, C.G. AT 51.71)

FIN CT tIN" S)

S-Short R-Right
O-Over L-Left

0 6.5 0 24.8 L "lock-in" at approximate?]y 30
incidence, roll period approxi-
mately 30-40 seconds per cy'cIe.

0'1 2.9 0 4.3 L "lock-in" at approximately 30
incidence, roll period approxi-
mately 5 seconear per cycle.

0.25 62.6 G 25.2 L rolled freely at rate dictated
by fin cant; approximately 30
trim incilence.

0.50 58.8 0 49.8 L As above.

1.30 47.') 0 62.5 L As above.

Note; mils based on releese height
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TABLE 3

ISTIVATM IMPACT DEVIKAIONS DUE -0 0. 50 FIN BODY MISALIGNim

(RELEASE 5000 ? Vr.JOCITy 678 T/S M DISTURBANCE, C.G. AT 51.75)

PLANX OF FIN DMV ATION ( IEET' TOTrAL
XISALIGli- CA RAZGE LINE DEVIA-
WENT (DEGREES) S=Short R=Right TION

0- )ver L_=Left (wilS)

00 0 2686 0 1480 L 68 Lo.-k-in barrel roll approximately

30 secr oriod.

0.25 90 S 202 L 5 Lock-in barrel roll below resonanc,.,
stable side moment.

0.375 6121 S 541 R 136 ) Destabilising stide moment - sutseque
) lock-in to natural frequency at

0.50 7132 S 401 L 158 ) large incidence. Incidence did not
) grow catastrophically.

1.00 70 0 290 L 7 Passei through resorance at about
3 sec.

22' 0  0 1491 S 4.2 R 33 Initial trim leading to roll lock-
in and destabilising side moment.
Recovered at about 20sec.

0.25 878 S 329 L 21 Incidence vector unstealy initially
at low incidence, lock-in at about
253ec. v = 2670, 8 = 70

0.375 4210 S 79 L 94 Unsteady large incidence behaviour
up to 25sc subsequent lock-in as
above 0 - '.7° 0 = )4 0.

0.50 445 S 150 L 10 Pasoed through resonanze at about
8 sec.

1.00 5, S 45 R 2 Passed through resonance at about
3 sec.

45 0 1 719 S 323 P 39 Lock-in = 8 0  186 roll anti-
clockwise.

0.25 1944 S 805 L 47 Destabilising side moment caused
incidence growth about lOsec;
subsequent lock-in 0=6 °, 268

0.375 1 152 S 329 R 27 Destabilising side moment caused
large incidence about 7sec,
recovery and lock-in at 30sec
0=3. Lb = 00

0.50 430 S 126 L 10 Dest,.V-llsing side moment caused
larg3 inciden-ie prior to passage
through resonance at about 8sec.
Lock-in at about 35sec 0 = 2.50

0
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

IFL)JR OF !PIN DIKVIATI0N ?FW) TMAL
MISALGN- CLNT RM 10RIS DAYIA- RENAMS
X= (DEA ) E-"ort j:(Right TION

O=Over L-Left (Nils)

45 1.00 155 0 161 L 5 Passed rapidly through resorace
at about 4sec. Low incidence
( 0.10) lock-in well above
resonance from about 35sec.

"6710 0 1 489 S 424 L 33 Destabilising side moment caused
large incidence growth et ebout
18sec subsequent recovery ond low
incidence lock-in at , z 2600.

0.25 41-6 S 161 L 11 Lock-in at = 270° for entire
trajectory.

0.375 7196 S 64,8 L 160 Lock-in at large inclience j = 3450

from about l0sec.

0.50 .256 S 69 L 8 Passed through resonance at about
8 sec.

1.00 16 S 96 L 2 Passel through resonance at about
1jsec.

NOE: Mils based on release height.
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Figure 6(b)
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Figure 7
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Figure 9
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Figure 10 (Ccntd.)
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Figure 12
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Figure 17
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